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Winglets can be modeled, but the dihedral angle must be less than 90.0
degrees and greater than -90.0 degrees. Both upper (positive dihedral)
and lower (negative dihedral) winglets can be accounted for in this
code. The program uses as its solution surface the chord plane which
may be inclined due to dihedral. Moreover, the only out of "X-Y plane"
displacement specifically allowed for is dihedral. Local camber and
twist is assumed to be small and can be
projection to the local solution surface.
assumed to be coincidental in the code,
represented by its slope
The wind and body axes are
4 RUNNING THE PROGRAM
4.1 INPUT OATA SETUP
The very first card of input is the Title card, and the user can have
up to 80 characters of free field information on it about the data
being run. This is only used by the program as a header for output.
Note that there is only one title card per input deck. The actual
input data to VLM is o=ganized into two distinct groups - group 1
defines the reference planform(s), and group 2 defines the details for
the particular solution. See figure ! for the input data layout. The
individual details of the Jtems in the deck layout are given in the
following sections.

the vortex flow is developed that
vortex lift.
leads to the augmented
The data required to define the p_anf_orm_rovlded in the next set
of group l cards as follows:
I. (Cols.l-10) AAN - Number of llne segments used to define the
left half of the planform (does not include the innermost
streamwlse edge). A maximum of 24 llne segments may be used
per planform, and each planform must extend to the plane of
symmetry.
2. (Cols.ll-2Ll) XS - X location of the pivot; use 0.0 for a fixed
planform.
3. (Cols.21-30) YS - Y location of the pivot; use 0.0 for a fixed
planform.
4. (Cols.31-40) RTCDHT - Vertical distance of the particular
planform being read in with respect to the reference planform
root chord height; use 0. for the reference planform.
5. (Cols.41-50) STL01ND - Streamwise load indicator; Set thi_
value to O. if the loading along the entire outer streamwise
edge or at the outermost breakpoint of this planform is to be
0.0. If the loading is to be non-zero along the entire edge,
or at the outermost breakpoint, set this indicator to 1.0
The rest of this set of data describes the breakpoints used to define
the AAN line segments on this planform. :here are ANN + I breakpoints
and _gdata subaequentl_ described are required on all except the l_st
card of this set; the last card uses only the first two variables in
the following llst:
, (Cola.l-It*) XREG(I) - X location of the lth breakpoint. The
first breakpoint is located at the most inboard location of




other breakpolnts are numbered around the planform




(Cols.ll-20) YREG(1) - Y location of the Ith breakpoint. Once
the absolute value of Y starts to decrease, it cannot be
increased.
(Cols.21-30) DIH(1) - Dihedral angle (degrees) in the Y-Z
plane of the line from breakpoint i to i+I, positive upward.
Note that along a streamwlse line, the dihedral angle is not
defined, so use 0.0. for these lines. Note the sign of the
dihedral angle is the same along the leading and trailing
edges.
(Cols.31-40) AMCD - The move code; this number indicates
whether the llne segment is on the movable panel of a
varlable-sweep wing. Use 1.0 for a fixed llne (defaults to
1.0 if not set), or 2.0 for a movable llne.
4.3 GROUP 2 DATA
There are five different sections of data that comprise the group 2
data. All five cannot be used together. However, the first section of
data must always be used, either alone or in combination with one or
more of the others. This first section is a single card that describes
the details of the particular configuration for which the loading [s
des£red. This card requires a format of: 2AI0, 8F5 o 7F2 0
4.3.1
Section one data is to be supplied in the following order:
I. (Cols.l-20) CONFIG - An arbitrary configuration designation of
--------up to 20 alphanumeric characters.
2. (Cols.21-25) SCW - The number of chordwise horseshoe vortices
to be used at a spanwise station for each planform. The
maximum value for this variable is 20. If varying values of
chordwise horseshoe vortlcies are desired due to either
multipl_ planforms or large discontinuities in chord across
the span, the user can input a value of O. that will cause
the program to expect user-supplied data at this point in the
input stream. The data are in the form of a table that
contains the number of chordwise horseshoe vGctices from the
tip to root, and is called TBLSCW(I). This SCW=0. option can
only be used for planforms without dihedral and for coplanar
configurations. SCNmust be greater thanD or equal to, 2.
for cambered wing vortex flow aerodynamic and KV,se solutions.
3. (Cols.26-30) VIC - The nominal number of spanwlse stations at
which chordwise horseshoe vortices will be located. This
variable must not cause more than 100 spanwise stations to be
used by the program in describing the left half of the
configuration. In addition, the product of the stations
spanwlse and $CW cannot exceed 400. If SCW is 0., then the
sum of the values in TBLSCW(1) cannot exceed 400. The use of
variable VIC is discussed in references i and 2. VIC should
always be greater than, or equal to, I0. so that the
near-fleld drag or vortex flow forces on cambered
configurations can be properly computed. __
4. (Cols.31-35) MACH - Mach number; use a value other than 0.0
only if the Prand=l-Glauert compressibility correction factor
is to be app]led. The value used should be less than that of
the critical Math number.
5. (Cols.36-40) CLDES - Desired llft coefficient, CL,d. The
number specified here is used to obtain the span load
distribution at a particular llft coefficient. If the drag
polar is required over a CL range from -0.I to 1.0, use CLDES
= ii.; if the vortex flow aerodynamic characteristics are
required on a cambered and/or twisted configuration, use
CLDES=I00.0 (see page 19).
6. (Cols.41-45) SA(1) - Variable sweep angle for the first
planform. Specify the leading edge sweep-angle (in degrees)
I0
for the first movable llne adjacent to the fixed portion of
the planform. For a fixed planform, this quantity may be
omitted.
7. (Cols.46-50) SA(2) - same, for the second planform.
8. (Cols. 51-55) SA(3) - same, for the third planform.
9. (Cols.56-60) SA(4) - same, for the fourth planform.
I0. (Cols.61-62) TWIST(1) - Twist code for the fJrst planform. If
this planform has no twist and/or camber, use a value of 0.;
otherwise, specify a value of i. or 2. Use i. if the data
in section' four is in radians; use a 2. if the data is in
degrees.
Ii. (Cols.63-64) TWIST(2) - same, for the second planform.
12. (Cols.65-66) TWIST(3) - same, for the third planform.
13. (Cols.67-68) TWIST(4) - same, for the fourth planform.
14. (Cols.69-70) PTEST - Clp indicator; if the damplng-ln-roll
parameter Is desired, use 1.0 for this quantity. Except for
the Delta Cp and Clp, all other aerodynamic data will be
omitted. Use a 0. if Clp is not required.
15. (Cols.71-72) QTEST - CLq and Cmq indicator; if these stabilty
derivatives are desired, use a 1.0 for this quantity. Except
for Delta Cp, CLq, and Cmq, all other aerodynamic data will be
omitted. It should be noted that both PTEST and QTEST cannot
be set equal to I. simultaneously for a par_icluar
configuration. Use 0. if CLq and Cmq are not required.
16. (Cols.73-74) ATPCOD - Set to 0., it will cause only linear
aerodynamic results to be printed out. Set to I., this will
cause the program to print out the contributions to the llft,
drag and moment from the separated flow around the
leading/slde edges. Set to 2., it will provide the local flow
field veloclt_es away from the configuration, and set to 3.,
it will provi_.e the attached flow longitudinal load
distribution (s e page I_.
Section one data can exist alotte, or in combination with sections two,
three, four or five data.
4.3.2
The second section of data consists of two cards and is required if
ATPCOD=I. These cards contain the limits of integration used in the
computations of the wing leading-edge and side-edge suction values. If
the configuration does not have side edges, input zeroes for the values
of XL(1) and XT(1) on the second card. The format of these two cards











- Represents the Y inner for the first
YOUTER(1) - Represents the Y outer for the first
(Cols.21-30,31-40) YINNER(2), YOUTER(2) - s_am__ fLgr the second
planform.
(Cols,41-50,51--60) YINNER(3), YOUTER(3) - same, for the third
planform.
(Cols.61-70,71-80) YINNER(4), YOUTER(4) - same, for the fourth
planform.
Second Card -
I. (£ols.l-lO) XL(1) - The leading edge tip X-coordlnate for the
f_rst planform.
2_ (Cols. II-20) XT(1) - The trailing edge tip X-coordlnate for
the first planform.







XL(3), XT(3) - same, for the third
XL(4), XT(4) - sa_ _, for the fourth
4.3.3
The third section of data is required when SCW = 0.0 and the number of
horseshoe vortices used at each spanwise station is not constant; this
data set consists of two or more cards. The first card for each
planform set contains the number of spanwise stations, STA, for that
planform and is followed by the cards containing the values of
TBLSCW(1) for that planform. The format of these cards is 16F5.1 and
the fields aCe as follows:
i. (Cols.l-5) STA - Number of spanwlse stations of horseshoe
vortices on the left half of the pianform. This variable sets
the number of TBLSCW values read in for that planform.
2. (Cols.l-5,6-10,etc.) TBLSCW(1) - Number of horseshoe vortices
at each spanwise station beginning at the station nearest the
tip of the first planform and proceeding toward the station
nearest the root. - .....................
These sets of STA an_ TBLSCW(1) cards are to be repeated for each
planform. The sum )L all the STA values cannot exceed i00.
4.3.4
Section four data arc described as follows: if the configurotion has
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twist and/or camber (TWIST(1) _ 0.), the local angles of attack are to
be specified. If the configuration has no twlst/camber, the program
will set them equal to zero. If the configuration consists of more
than one planform, local angles of attack may be specified for any or
all of the planforms. A nonzero twist code requires that these values
be input to the program. The format is 8FI0.6.
I. (Cols.l-lO,ll-20,etc.) ALP - Local streamwlse angles of
attack, eg. camber slope, twist and/or flap deflection, in
radlans if TWIST m I., or in degrees if TWIST - 2. These are
___the values at the control point for each horseshne vortex on
the planform when the innermost streamwise edge of the
reference planform has an angle of attack of 0. degrees. The
volume of this data will usually require several input cards.
For the first value on the first card, use the local ansle of
attack for the horseshoe vortex nearest the first F[anform
leading edge at the tlp_ for the second value, use the angle
of attack for the horseshoe vortex immediately behind in the
chordwlse direction. Continue in the same manner for the rest
of the horseshoe vortices at the tip. Begin a new card for
the next inboard station and input the data in the same
chordwlse manner. Repeat for all successive inboard spanwlse
stations on that planform. For each planform with
twlst/camber, start the data on a new card and specify the
d_ta from the tip and proceed chordwlse and then inboard, as
detailed above.
4.3.5
Section five data is used if the flow field option is to be exerclsed_
i.e., ATPCOD - 2. and CLDES is not equal to 11. or I00. The data
consists of two or more cards; the number of field lines where the flow
is to be determined will go on the first card by itself, and wi_l be
followed by the specific details of each field line on succeeding
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cards. The format of these cards is 8FI0.6 and the fleids are as
follows:
I. (Cols.l-10) TOTFL - Total number oK field lines. This also
controls the reading of the field line data cards (maximum of





(Cols.l-lO) XDOWN - X location where the field line intersects
the plane of symmetry. (positive forward)
(Cols.ll-20) SWEP - Sweep angle of field llne in X-Y p?ane in
degrees. (sweepback is positive and -90. deg. < SWEP <90.
deg.]
(Cols.21-30) ZREF - Z height of the field llne at the plane of
symmetry. (positive down)
(Cols.31-40) DIHED - Dihedral angle of the field llne in the
Y-Z plane, in degrees. (standard convention is employed to
determine the positive angle and -90. deg. < DIHED < 90.
deg.)
5 OUTPUT DATA..
The printed results of this computer program









The first group of the data describes the basic configuration: it
states the numbers of lines used to describe each planform, the root
chord height, pivot position, and then lists the breakpoints, sweep and
dlhedral angles, and move codes. These data are baslcally a llstlng of
input data except that the X coordlna_:es are adjusted to the reference
point location and the sweep angle is computed from the Input.
5.1.2
The second group of data describes the particular configuration for
which the aerodynamic data are being computed, included are the
configuration designation, sweep position, a listing of the breakpoints
of the planform (X,Y,and Z), the sweep and dihedral angles, and the
move codes. The data are llsted__rlmarily for varlable-sweep wings to
provide a definition of the planform where the outer panel sweep is
different from that of the reference planform. This is followed by a
"printer plot" of the approximate configuration.
3.1.3
¢
The third group of data presents a detailed descriptlon of the
horseshoe vortices vsed to represent the configuration. These data are
listed in nine columns with each line describing one elemental panel of
the configuration (see figure 3) in the same order that the twist
" i III ...... i ........ r,
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and/or camber _.nglos of attack are to be provided. The following items
,_ data are pre_ented for e_lch elemental panel:
i. X C/4 - X location of quarter-chord at the horseshoe vor_ex
midspan.
2. X 3C/4 - X location of three-quarter-chord st the horseshoe
vortex mtdspan. This is the X location of the control point.
3. Y - Y location of the horseshoe vortex midspan.
4. Z - Z location of the horseshoe _ortex midspan.
5. S - Semlwidth of horseshoe vortex.
6. C/4 SWEEP ANGLE - Sweep angl_: of the quarter-chord of the
elemental panel and hor:,,,shoe vortex.
7. DIIIEDRAL ANGLE - Dihedral angle of elemental panel.
8. LOCAL ALPHA IN RADIANS - Local angle of attack in radlans at
control point (X @ 3C/4,Y,Z).
9. DELTA CP AT DESIRED CL - Delta Cp or Net Cp normal to the
surface tat dihedral for each elemental panel when the total
llft Is CL,d.
5.1.4





REF.CHORD- Referenoe chord of the configuration.
C AVERAGE - Average chord, cav, true configuration area
divided by true span.
TRUE AREA- True area computed from the configuration listed
tn second group of geometry data.
SEF. AREA - Reference area.
t_/2 - Maximum srmtsp_n of all planfol'ms listed [n second group
of geometry data.
,.... . .... . .. , .. . . . . , .- .... ,',: , ,.. ..... .............. .i, _?, . _:':._... i ........... i ._._ ................ - .i i....... ±__ ........ illlt ....
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6. REF.AR - Reference aspect ratio computed from reference
planform area and true span,
7. MACH NUMBER -Mach number.
5.2 AERODYNAMIC DATA
If PTEST = I. or QTEST - I. on the configuration card, •then either
Clp Or CLq and Cmq are computed and printed, followed by program
termination. Otherwise, theaerodynamlc data are described by at least
___ groups of results. The first is always present, but the second
depends on what is requested on the configuration card. The following
items of the first group of data are given in the order that they are
found on the printout. Note that CL ALPHA, CL(TWIST), CM/CL, CMO,
--_DI/CL**2 are based on the specified reference dimensions. Many of the




DESIRED CL - Desired llft coefficients CL,d, speci, ed in
Input Data for complete configuration.
COMPUTED ALPIIA - Angle of attack at which the desired llft is
developed: CL,d/(CL ALPHA) + ALPHA at CL=0.
CL(WB) - That portion of-desired lift coefflctent developed by
the planEorm with the maximum span when multiple planforms are
specified. When one plapform is specified, this is the
desired llft coefficient. (If two or more planforms have tile
same span, and this value is equal to the maximum, the
planform used here is the latter one read in).
4. CDI AT CL(WB) - Induced drag coefflelent for lift cofficient
in the previout_ t tern. When two or more planforms are
specified, this is the induced drag coefficient of only the
l_lant'orlu wtth the raaxilaum span. This result is based on the
far-field solution.
5. Ci)I/(CI,(WB)**2) - induced drag parameter computed from the two
previous items.
b. I/(PI*AR Rl';F) - Induced drag parttmeter for an elliptic load
distribution based on reference aspect ratio.
7. Cl AI.PttA .-Lift-curve slope per radish, and per degree.
8, CL(TWIST) - Lift coefficient due to twist and/or camber at
zero angle of attack (CL_tc).
9. ALPIIA AT CL=O - Angle of attack at zero Iift in degrees;
nonzero only when twist and/or camber is specified.
10. Y CP - Spanwise distance tn fraction of semispan from root
chord to center of pressure on left wing panel.
1l. CH/CL - l,ongttudinal stability paratueter based on a moment
center about the reference point.
12. CMO - Pitching-moment coefitcient ,it CL*0.
13. CL AI,PIIA I CI,(TWIST)_ ALPl!A_nnd Y CP are also printed for each
pl,'mform.
For each spanwlse station, ti_e following data are presentedi from the
left tip towards the root'
I. 2Y/B- Location of midpoint of each spanwtse station in
fraction of win8 scmispan.
The next two columns of data describe the additional (or angle of
attack) wing loading at a lift coefficient of l.(based on the total
lift achieved and the true configuration area). The thfrd column is
the chord ratio result, anti the other columns detail specific kinds of
span lnadings and local centers of pressure for the configuratiot:, The
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preceedtng is done on a planform basis.
I. SL COEF - span-load coefficient, clc/CLcav.
2. CL RATIO - Ratio of local lift to total llft, cl/CL.
3. C RATIO - Ratio of local chord to average chord, c/ray.
4. lOAD DUE TO TWIST - Distribution of Span-load coefficient due
to twist and camber at 0. degrees angle of attack for the
configuration.
5. ADD. LOAD AT CL- - Distribution of additional span-load
coefficient at CL,tc.
So BASIC LOAD AT CL=0 - Basic span-load-coefflclent distribution
at zero llft coefficient. These data are the difference of
the previous two columns of data.
o SPAN LOAD AT DESIRED CL .- Distribution of the combination of
the basic span load and additional span-load coefficients at
the desired CL.
8o AT CL DES - X LOCATION OF LOCAL CENT PR - The X location of
the local center of pressure for the resulting span load at
CL,d as a function of 2Y/b.
5.2.2
The other options availaSle as group two aerodynamic data are accessed
based on the values of CLDES and ATPCOD, For instance, with CLDES-II.,
and ATPCOD-0.0, the program will produce a drag polar, CDI at CL(WB)
versus CL(WB), based on the linear aerodynamics in the middle of the
first part of group one aerodynamic data. This, and other
combinations, are given in the table below, along with their purposes:




iv I00. > CL,d >0.
ATPCOD £I[_
O. Determine linear aerodynamics









vii i00. _ CL,d >0. 2.
viii II. 2.
ix i00. 2.














For comblnatlona I_iv, and x , the induced drag, leadlng-edge thrust,
and suction coefficient characteristics computed from a near-fleld
solutlou for the additional loading at CL,d at each spanwfse station
are presented. This is valid only for planforms without twist and/or
camber; slmllar information can be generated for those wings with twist
and/or camber by setting CLDES (CL,d) _ I00. on input.
I. L. E. SWEEP ANGLE - Leading-edge sweep angle in degrees.
2. CDII C/2B - Nondlmenslonal section Induced-drag-coefflclent
term.
3. CT C/2B - Nondimensional section
thrust-coefflclent term.
4. CS C/2B - Nondimenslonal section
suctlon-coefficient term.
5. CDII/CL**2 - Total drag coefficient over (CL,d) =
6. CT - Total leadlng-edge thrust coefficient.




Thls completes the printout for combination i ; however, for
combination Iv additional printout Is produced. In particular, Kp and
Kv values, and respective centrolds in both chordwise and spanwise
directions, and ....tile associated limits of integration for the
leading-edge and slde-edge values of Kv. (The item entitled "Sum of
the positive side edge contributions" which appears here on the
printout is indicative of the contrlhution to the side-edge forces for
that particular planform which were opposltely-slgned to those that
contributed in a manner to increase Kv_se. The value of Kv,se does
contain these positive contributions provided the sweep angle is
positive. They should not be, and therefore are not added in for the
planform with a swept forward leading edge). Furthermore, aerodynamic
performance values for each planform and for the entire configuration
will be listed over an angle of attack range by the use of the Polhamus





















Kv,sel sin a Isin al co_ a
pitching-moment coefficient due to CL,p
pitching-moment coefftclent due to CL,vle
pitching-moment coefficient due to CL,vse
total pitchtng moment
CL,tot,tan a
(CL, tot) 2 /(Pi*(Aspect Ratio))
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The additional printout associated with combination _ , which
determines the longitudinal load distribution, is as follows:
I. X - The X location at which the spanwise integration of Delta
Cp or Net Cp is to occur.
2. Y - The Y value at which Delta Cp or Net Cp is interpolated.
3. INTERPOLATED DELTA CP - The values of Delta Cp interpolated
from the chordwlse arrangement to that of a spanwlse one.
4. BL(X) - Local span. (b](x))
2Yin
2Yl e





7. TOTAL CN - Total value of CN for the configuration where
PLAN
CN, tot = l CN(1)
l=i
...... : ..... .... -.. • ,
........... , - , m
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The vortex flow aerodynamics for cambered wings are determined when
combination vi is specified, and is done from a solution in the body
axis system of the leading-edge suction force acting on a deflected
surface, over a range of angles of attack. Kv,le Is not solved for in
this solution, but its effect is calculated at each internally
prescribed body axis angle of attack. Kv,se is solved for in the
manner described in reference 2, and is tabulated.
The headings on the printout are divided into attached flow and
separated flow regions. Under the attached flow heading are the lift,
drag, and pitching moment (CL, CD, CM) coefficients for both zero
leading-edge suc_i___and full leadlng-edge suction over the angle of
attack range. These items include all the appropriate trigonometric
terms. Regarding the vortex induced separated flow terms, some
headings include the potentlal flow terms and some do not. Those which
include the potential flow terms lead to "total" results whereas those
_ich are isolated, such as slde-edge or augmented vortex llft terms,
do not lead to "total" values. The augmented vortex lift is described
in reference 3. Combination vii determines the flow field around the
configuration in the attached flow. First the elemental panel
circulation values, Gamma/U, associated with the basic load and the
additional load at CL=I.O are listed, followed by those associated with
the total load and the additional load at the desired CL. This is
followed by a heading which lists out the geometric data for the
prescribed fleld line, along with the desired CL and the requlred
configuration angle o{ attack from linear attached-flow aerodynamics.
t
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Then from near the plane of symmetry to approximately three times the
configuration semispan, the flow field properties are determined along
that llne. The X, Y, and Z coordinates of each field point and the
associated normalized downwash (w/U), sldewash (v/U), and backwash
(u/U) values are then listed. Note that the positive directions for
these are downward for w/U, out the right wing for v/U, and forward for
u/U. These are followed by the induced downwash angles DWNWH,
arcts_(w/U) in degrees, Epsilon, d(Epsilon)/d(Alpha), the ratio of
local dynamic pressure to free-stream dynamic pressure,
Q(LOCAL)/Q(INF), and the sidewash angle SIGMA, arctan(v/U) in degrees.
Epsilon is a particula_klrld of downwash angle, given in degrees and
defined by:
Epsilon - Alpha - arc=an (sln(Alpha) - (w/U))/(cos(Alpha) - (u/U))
d(Epsilon)/d(Alpha) ts Just the differential of the above equatlon wlth
respect to Alpha and may be useful in certain wlng-tail-body problems.
6 NOS JOB C;6_D SETUP
The VLM program is run on the CDC equlpment, and while the user must
supply the appropriate JOB, USER, and CHARGE information, all commands
needed to retrieve and e_ecute the VLM program are contained on the
CYBER Control Lang.age (CCL) procedure f_le RUNVLMF. This t_It, is
shown £n Appendix B, and stored on User Number
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UN=503400N. This procedure, by default, expects the data to be on the
file INPUT, and produces an output file, OUTPUT. To use this file in















Note that any plot device currently available on NO$ can be specified.
If the user has the data contained on some alternate file, or wishes
the output to be written to some alternate file, the Job control cards
can be specified as follows:
GET,datafile. (File containing the input to VLM)
GET,RUNVLMF/UN-503400N.
BEOlN,,RUNVLMF,datafile,outfile.
where - datafile - contains the input, and - outfile - will contain the
printed output from the program at the end of the run.
APPENDIX A - SAMPLE CASES WITH OUTPUT
SAMPLE CASE 1 - TEST DATA FOR 4 PLANFORMS (DEFLECTED PLANFORMS - LINEAR
AERODYNAMICS)
SSMPLE CASE 2 - TEST DATA FOR 4 PLANFORMS INVOLVING V-S, DIHEDRAL AND
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT
SAMPLE CASE 3 - TEST DATA FOR 3 PLANFORMS (CAMBERED WING VORTEX
AERODYNAMICS PLUS AUGMENTED TERMS)
FLOW
SAMPLE CASE 4 - TEST DATA FOR LONGITUDINAL LOAD DISTRIBUTION
SA_LE CASE 5 - TESi DATA FOR STRAKE WING
(LINEAR AERODYNAMIC_ - FLOWFIELD ANALYSIS)
•- ,_ '_._, " --7 ................_"" '_,_::.............. _ , , ---
INPUT DATA
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ROOT _HORD HE_GqT -
P_TNT












VARIABLE SVEEP PIVOT POSITION X(S} -
BREAK POINTS FOR THE REFERENCE PLANF_RM
0.00000
Y SWEEP DIHECPAL MOVE










C,OCOOC VAPIaBLE $_EEP PIVOT POSITION Y(S} - 0.00000 Y(S} - 0.00000
BREAK POINTS FOR THE REFERENCE PLANFORM
V SUEEP DI_ECRAL _OVE
REF REF _NGLE A_GL[ C_DE
1 -3.00000 O.OCO00 O.COOOO O.OOO00 1
2 -3.00000 -4.00000 _O.0OOO0 0.00000 i











'_'4_ 'm':_m''" _'_T v--- . _










-e,.oooco . 01:_) O.OCOCO
O.OCOCO
FOUPTH PE_EPENC/ PLA_FCP_, /a_ 3 C:J_VE$
VAFZJEL_ SMEEP PTV_T FOSZTZ_W Yf$) "
EREAK P0£HT$ FCR THE PE_EREHCE PLAN_OPP
Y _VEEP 9T_E_JL
PFF a_$LE J_LE
-9.0C000 C.OCOCO $.COOO0 _.GG_O0























O,00000 D_G_EES ON PlAtFORM 1
0,00000 OEG_EES ON PLANFO_M Z
O.00000 DEGREES ON PLANFORH 3




















































































O.OOOCO .... O.COOCO.., 1
• i!l"
©C
3o 3. 3. 4.
-9.00000 -9.0OOOO O,O0000 0.00000 0-00000 2
5 -q-COO00 -12.00000 9-00000 9O.OcCO0 0.00000 1
-3],COCO0 -12.00000 O.O00OO O,CO000 0.00000 1? -31._0000 O.O000C O.COCCO
1_gPSESHO_ VOPTEX SUP'_"_PY TABLE




2 36 /3 12 6
TA8LE OF _O,eS_3H_E VOPTZCES _N EACH CHOROW;SE POV (FRI_ T,TP TO RDOT _BEGTNN][NG WITH F]RST PLANFOD?I





















• J $ $
.J t $ $
J _ $ s
# J $ $
J ,I $ I;
J s $ $
• e s %
• | $ $
# # • $
# # S $
I # $ s






















































CF4 SWEEP DIHEOPAL LOCJL ALPHA
AHGLE iNGLE IN _AOIANS
DELTA CP AT DESIeED
CL " 1.COCO0
-.1_67 -.5C000 -2.50000 O.CO000 ._OOCO 0.00000 0.00000 .08727 2.26361
-.B3_33 -1.1_7 -2.50000 0.00000 .500C0 0.00000 0.00000 .0P727 o7_877
-1.50_0C -;._3333 -2._0C00 O.CO000 .50000 0.00000 0.00000 .08727 ._192q
-.1%_7 -.5C000 -1.50000 O.COOCC .SOCCO O.OOCO0 O.O0000 .08727 2.80798
-._3333 -1.1"_7 -1.50GO0 O.CO000 .50C00 O.O0000 O.G9_OO .08727 1.07577
-1,SCCCO -1,E3333 -1,_0_00 0,09C00 ,5_000 O,O000O 3,COOGO ,C0727 ,55553
-.1%_b7 -.SCGO0 -.50000 O.GOOOO °50000 O.CO000 O.OOCO0 .0_727 Zogq_28
-.B3333 -1.1_7 -.5C_00 O.COOCO ._CGCO 0.00000 O.OOCO0 .087_7 1.17_02
-1._GOC -1. _3333 -.5C000 O.COOCO .5000G O.OOOO0 O.CO_O0 .GP727 ._0605
SEC_O PLAN¢O p_ VORTEX OESCPTPT!OH$HORSES_OE
-3.1_500 -3.37500 -8.50C00 C.O0000 .500C0 _.00000 O.O00CO • 017_,5 2-1'_E_52
-3.EZ_O_ -3-_7500 -*..50009 0.00000 .50000 O.O0000 0.00000 .017 &,5 ,,79340
-_,.I_OC -_,. 37_00 -8.5¢000 C.OCO00 .50000 O.O0000 O.CO000 .017 _,5 • 43_'t)2
-_,. E 7')09 _, ¢7500 -¢..50000 0.000¢0 .50000 O. OOCCO C.O0000 .017_5 .23 _J'}_J
-3.12_ -3,37500 -7.50000 O.OGO00 .50000 O.CO000 0,00000 .017_,_ 2.75200
-3._2_0_ -_._7500 -7.50000 O.COOO0 .50COO O. t_O000 0.00000 .01T_5 3.11_56
-&.IZSCO -_.37_00 -?.50900 O.COOCO .500C0 0.09000 O.CO000 .01745 .6&450
-&.%?SCq -4.E7_00 -7. =-,50 o0 O._O00C .5_C0 C.OOGO0 O.O000O .01745 .35002
-3.12".0'_ -3.37".00 -15.50000 C.COOCO .50000 O.OOO00 O.Cr)O00 .01745 3.09221
-3._Z_O0 -3.E7500 -_. 50000 O.OCOCO ._OCO0 O.OOO_O G.OOGOO .017_5 1.2q53q
-_.. 12"-.00 -_.. 3"t _00 -b. 50000 C.OOOCO .50CCC O.OCO00 C.COOOO .017,5 .7_2_
-_._5C_ -_. _.7;0_ -_.=_OCOq O,OOCO0 .50COO O.CO000 O.OOCO0 .01745 ._,1 831=
O. 000'30 O. COCO0 . O] 7',5 3.3_5127
-3.12;00 _ _7500 -5.500_0 C.OOOCO .50CC0
_3._2=00 -3._7590 -5.50000 G.OOCO0 .50000 C.O00OO 0.00000 .017,=,5 1.'{,2010C.COCOO .O1745 -O3qO =}
_e.. 12509 -_.. _75_0 5 5CC00 O.COOO0 .50CC0 C. COCCO
•- _.?'.-CO "- _.75'_ -_,50330 O.COO00 ,50('0C 0,C0'300 O.OOOO0 .0)745 ._,6025
.J
-&.1_500
-3.375_0 -&.5",C0'3 C.CCOCO .SCCCO O.OOOCO 0.COC'30 .017&5 3._E707
_-=_r . ._f.n n _C_rO .5CC_0 O.OCO00 C.COCOO .017_5 1.52553
• .3_CC -_._3C05 __ G.CCCCO _ .SOOOO _ O,OO0_O C._OOGO .017_5 .88_9
-4.bZSO0 -4._75(,0 -4.50000 O.GO000
-3.1E500 -3.37_(0 -3.50C00 O.00GCO
-3._2_00 -3._750_ -3.50C00 0._0000
-4.1Z_00 -4,_7500 -3.50000 O.GOqCO
-4._2_C0 -4._75D0 -3._COO O.GO_OO
-_.I2_OC -3.375_G -2,5CC00 O.CCCCO
-4o17500 -*,375C0 -?.5¢000 O.C_CCO
-4°52599 -4._7_CG -2,5CC00 O.CCC_O
-3.1Z500 -3.37500 -1.SOOO0 C.OCO(O
-_._CO -3.;750G -1.5C_qO O.CCCCO
-_.l_50G --_.97500 -I.SCSGO 0.0C_65
-4.t2_0_ -_._7560 -I.50CCO C.CCC60
-_.12_C -_.275C3 --.SCOGO O.CGCCO
-3.57_C_ -3._7_CC -.5C_33 C.C5C¢0
-_.12_9C -4._TSCG -.50CC0 G.CCOCO
-4._2500 -_._75C0 -.50CC0 _.COG(O
THIRD PE_¢_M HC_SESHC£ V_TE_ bESCPIPTIO_S
-_.?SSOO -_.TtCO0 -5.SOCGC O°COGCO
-7.75COC -7.7¶00C -5,50C00 O._OOCO
-_.25EOS -_.75¢_0 -_.58&C3 C.CCCCO
-_.2_00_ -7,75500 -4,55C00 O.OCO_G
-%.2_000 -3,75650 -_.50C00 C.C_CCO
-_.25COC -_.75C03 -2.53Cq0 O°C_OGO
-7°25C00 -7.75r_0 -2.50_0C O.COGOO
-_.25CC_ -_.75r50 -1.SOCO0 O._O_O
-7.75i0_ -7.7_CCC -l. SCOCO O.CCOCO
-_.25CC_ -_.75CC0 -.SCCOO C.COGCO
-7._5C00 -7.755_0 -.5_SOO O.CO000
.5000C 0.00000 0.00009 .01745 ,477_6
.SGO00 0.00000 0.00000 .01745 4.25545
.50C00 O.OCO00 O.O000O °01745 1.54404
,50000 0.00000 0,00000 .0174_ .838_3
,_OOCO O,OOOO0 0,00000 .01745 ,44141
.SGCOC O.COOCO 0.00000 .017_5 1.35054
• SOCO0 0.0C300 0._0009 .017_5 .eOh_7
.50COO O°OOOOO C.OCGO0 .0!745 ,54593
.5C00C O.O00co 6.00000 .01745 .31852
.50CO_ O.COOCO 0.00000 .01745 .gq374
• SO00O O.OGOOO O._OOGO .01745 .55_5_
.50COO 0.00000 O.O0000 .01745 .38q64
.SOOOO O,OOOO0 0.00000 .01745 ,23474
.50CCC O.O00CC O.OOO00 .01745 .q257q
,556CC O.OOOCC C.COOO0 °01745 .4q324
.50CC9 O°COOOO O.5CGGO .017%5 .337_q
.SO,CO O.OOCO0 _.00600 .01745 .20133
-g. !C'.CC -g._CC_O -11.5' OOO G,CCOCO
-_.53cCC -s. Trcsc -11.'_C;CCC O.CCC_C
-_.'_?r CC -IC.:gCCO -li._CCC O._CCOO
-1C.2C_CO -IC._CCCO -I!.50C3G G.(;GCCC
-10.7?;6q -]C.qCSCC -ZI,SDroo O.CCCCO
-_,. ]OrC_ -;._CC_C -1C._.CCOO rJ.CCSCO
-_,.5 C,OE -$.?'CqC -l_.'_rr$o C.CO_,CO
-_._CC_C -lr._C;S$ -_'_.50CC0 O.CCO(O
-IO.prjGOC -lr.:'r_C -15.;_OO O.OOCGO
-Ic.7_COC -lt.cCCOC -IC.:roco C.C_CCO
-_.IOOCC -n.'c_co -_.5_c0 C.CCCCO
-q. SOOor -_.7r-00 -9.5_C00 C.{C_CO
-9.g3_00 -15. ]CCr. O -o.5C60¢ c.crc(_O
.50000 O.nO00C O,OOOO0 -.%7453 -.05_]q
.50000 O.OO_O0 C,COCGO -.17%53 .Oqq3q
.50CCO O.OCOOC O.COCO0 -.17&53 -.06502
.50300 O._CO00 0.00000 -,17453 .I027_
.50COO O,OOCO0 C.OOO00 -°17453 -,IZOlb
.50C00 O.OO000 0.00000 -.17453 .08642
.50C00 O,OCCO0 C.OOOO0 -.17_53 -.ZZ40g
• 50_50 0._0000 0,00000 -.17453 .05940
.5_000 O.CO¢O0 O.COOOO -,17453 -.315_
• 50000 0.00000 0.00009 -.17453 .033_7
.5300_ O.COO_O C.OOOO0 -.17453 -.36318
.SOODO 0.00000 0.00000 -.17453 ,01q25
.50COO C.OOQO0 C.OOnO0 0,00000 2.57069
._oco0 O.OCoco O.O000O O.OOO00 ].000_5
.SOOCS 0.00000 O.OO000 C.O_OCO .58012
.50000 0,00000 O.OOO00 0.00000 .3508_
.SOCCO e.O0000 O.eO000 0.00000 .20061
.55_CC O.CCO00 O.CCO00 O.OOSO0 3.44229
.5¢_00 O.O00CO O._OOCO O.OOCO0 ].&3218
•56603 0°00000 C.COCO0 O°OOOOO .65qqq
.5C05C C.GOOOC O.O0000 C,OCOGO .53942
•536C0 C._6_OC C.C¢OGO _.COO00 .2Qgqi
.50CO0 C.COC_ G,_CO00 O.OOCO0 4.350_2
.50C_0 O.06CO0 O.COGO0 C.O00OO l._7Z
.50CeO O.O_O00 C,COGO0 C.O0000 ,qSg51







-10.70000 -10.90000 -9 90000 0.00000
-q.10000 -9.30000 -8.90000 0.00000
-9.90CC0 -9.?0000 -8.50000 0.00000 |ll
--9.QO_O0 --10.10000 --_.'0000 0.00000 Ill(
-10.30000 -10.50000 -8.50000 0o00000
-10.70000 -]O._CO00 -8.50000 0.00000
-9.10C00 -9.3C000 -7.50000 0.00000
-_.50C00 -9.70000 -7.50000 0.00000
-Q.90CO0 -10,10000 -7.50000 0.00000
-10,30000 -10.50C00 -7._0000 0._0000
-10.70f00 -10.9C000 -7.50000 0,00000
-Q,IOCO0 -q.30000 -6._0000 O.O00CO
-9.50000 -q.70000 -_.90000 O.O00CO
-9._0000 -10.103C0 -6.50G00 O.O00CO
-10,30000 -10._0000 -6.50G00 0,00000
-10o70000 -lO,qCO00 -6.50000 0,00000
-q. IOCO0 -9.3C000 -9,50000 0.00000
-9.50000 -9.70000 -5,50000 0.00000
-q.90000 -10.10000 -9.90000 0o00000
-10.30000 -10,50000 -5.50000 0.00000
-10.70000 -10,©0000 -9.50000 O.OCO00
-9.10000 -9.300_0 -4.50000 O.CO000
-9.90C00 -9.70000 -4.90000 0.00000
-o.qOC_O -10.]0o0o -4.50000 0.00000
-10.30£00 -10.50000 -4.50000 O.OCO00
-10.70000 -lO._O000 -4.90000 0,00000
-9.10£00 -9.30000 -3.90000 0.00000
-e.50CO0 -_.70000 -3.50000 0.00000
-g.oO000 -10.10000 -3,50000 0,00000
-10.30C00 -lO.50eO0 -3.P0000 0,00000
-10.70000 -lO.q£O00 -3.90000 0,00000
-9,10600 -9.30000 -?.50000 0,00000
-q.50000 -9.7_000 --2°90000 0,00000
-9.90000 -10.10000 -2.90000 0.00000
-10.30000 -10.90000 -l.50000 0.00000
-10,70000 -IO._OCO0 -2.50000 0.00000
-9.10000 -9.30000 -1,90000 0.00000
-9.90000 -9.70000 -1.50000 0.00000
-Q.qOCO0 -10.]0000 -1.50000 0.00000
-10.30000 -10.50000 -1.90000 0.00000
-10,70000 -10._0000 -1.50000 0,00000
-q.10000 -Q.30000 -,50000 0.00000
-_.50000 -9.70C00 -.50000 0.00000
-_.qOCO0 -10.10000 -,90000 0,00000
-10,30000 -10.50000 -.90000 0.00000
-10._0C00 -IC.90000 -.50000 0.00000
50000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 .3281&
50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2.09598
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.03_02
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 o70414
.90000 0.00000 0.00000 0o00000 ._7959
.50000 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 .28178
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1,P_95
.50000 0.00000 0,00000 O.CO000 .88767
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .996_5
°90000 0.00000 0.00000 C.COO00 ._1038
.90000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .24_09
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1_9269b
.90000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .87294
• 90000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 .57]74
.90000 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOCO0 .3R754
.90000 0.00000 O.OOCO0 0.00000 .22909
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.90080
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .09962
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .56053
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .37828
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .22287
.50000 0 00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.P9033
.50000 0.00000 0,00000 0,00000 .85164
,50000 0,00000 0.00000 0,_0000 ,55377
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 °37280
,50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .21930
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1,866_B
.50000 O.CO0_O 0,00000 0,00000 ,8_0_0
.90000 0.00000 0o00000 0o00000 .54618
.50000 0.00000 0.0000_ 0.00000 .36794
,500C0 O.CO000 0.00000 0.00000 ._1614
.50o00 0.00000 0._0000 0.00000 1.83431
,50000 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 .82649
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ,53793
.90000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .36194
• 50000 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 .21295
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.80_30
.50000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 .81374
• 50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ,5_978
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .35703
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .21021
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 I.78653
• 50000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 ,806Z0
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .525Z0
.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .39_15








PEFE_EHCE P._EA El2 gEF. ER
]O0.O00OO 12,00GO_ 5,76C00































INOUCEO DRAG (FAR FIELD SOLUTION) 'l
]
CDI AT CL(WB) CO]I(CL(VB)_2)
(IlPI_JR REF) - .0S5261
.02266 .11P93
COHPLETE COKFIGURAT]OH CHAPACTEPYST]CS
CL ALPHA CLtTVTST) ALPHA AT CL=O Y CP,!tjlj iPER RADTAN PER DECREE
4.63350 .08087 -.10603 1.31107 -.41813 i
.59017 .01030 .02832 -2.74903 -.11660
1.85079 .03230 -,03264 1.01048 -.39175
.60863 .01062 -.16014 15.07590 -.Z4597
1.5P391 .02764 .05844 -2.11611 -.62751
ADDZT]O_AL LOAD[NG
VITH CL B&SED ON S(TPUE)
LrJAO DUE ADD. LOAD AT
C RATIC TrJ TN]$T CL- -.10603
q]




SECONO PLANFORH SPAN LOAD DISTDZEUTION







BASIC LCAD SPAN LOAD AT











,38513 .96282 .40000 .00609 -.03403 .0_091 .36186 -3._51E4
.52213 1.30533 .40000 .00527 -.06613 .05140 ,4B651 -3.4_035
.60415 1.51037 .60000 .00_01 -,0533B ,05339 ,556B4 -3,490_4
.66717 1.60792 .40000 -.00685 -,05095 .05210 .60807 -3.69329
.72415 1.81038 .60000 -.01195 -.063_8 .05204 .65550 -3.4_5_5
.TE223 1._5558 .40000 -.01307 -.06911 .05604 .70790 -3.4_599
.42286 1.05715 .40000 -.08_20 -.03736 -.05084 ,30155 -3.59722
.35145 .87863 .40000 -.10_50 -.03105 -.075_5 .21763 -3.50380
.333_8 .B3495 .40000 -,11200 -,0Z_51 -,08269 ,19583 -3.57770
Lo
_D
o13 -.45_33 .2!605 ._¢012 .¢OGO0 -o190_q -.01909 -.171,;0 .00864
1_ -.37500 .274q3 .6873_ ._0000 -.2¢5_4 -.0242_ -.22255 .00755
19 -.2q267 .?PR30 .72075 .40000 -.27267 -.02547 -.2_700 -.00675
1_ -.20_33 .27792 ._9_79 .60000 -.ZO_OQ -o02456 -.Z6653 -.03_96
17 -.12500 .763_4 .65911 .40C00 -.29935 -.02329 -.Z7606 -°05636




















. ¢,2088 1.05220 .4000C -.O]Oq7 -.037]0 .0;_622
._P975 1.67638 .60G00 -.O17_b -.05711 .03%66
.71Z80 1.7P_200 .40C00 -.075',,3 -.0629B .037q5
.&_.080 1.101qq .40_00 -.04; _7 -.o_Pq5 -.00292
.40%74 1.02185 ._OCOn -.05_,97 -.09kll -.01886
._.23Z _, 1.05810 .40C00 -.C7107 -.03740 -.03368
•23736 .SeOqO ._,OCO0 .OgC_l -.02053 .12014
+I_605 ./-,7737 .&OCO0 .13:,C3 -.01"87 .15190
. _ 775& .& 43P5 • 40000 .1 +.'_3 O -. 01569 •15899
.17143 .42_J58 .4COOP .l&385 -.0_515 .15gO0
. ]'775 ._,i037 .40000 .] 6._5q -.01 _,87 •1574I
• 16593 .&l&58 .40300 .14" 6! -.0] 465 • 1-=626
i
1 I+"(liilh




ION ZYI8 M_GLE CDII CI28 CT C/2B CS CIZB
C_NT_I_aUT[ON OF THE FIRST PL_NFORP TO TF.E CHORD OR DR/,G FORCE
-.20_33 O.O0000 .00504 .01068 .OlObB
-.12500 0.06000 .0048_ .01526 .01526
• 0',167 O.OCO00 .0045_ .01712 .01712
CONTPI_UTION OF TH r SECOND PLANFCRP TO TH_ CHORD 01_ DPAG FORCE
& -.70933 0.00000 .00264
5 -.6?500 0.0C000 ,CO2?"(
-.54167 O.OCO00 .00155
7 -.45933 0.00000 .0C059
8 -.37500 0.00000 -.00116
9 -.?9167 0.00000 -._CFBg
] 0 - .2_33 _).00000 •C0639


























12 -.04167 0.00000 .00421 ,OOlO2
CONTRIBUTION OF THE THZRD PLANFOP_ TO THE CHORD
.00!02
OR DRAG FORCE
13 -.4_33 O.O00OO .00002 .00003 .00003
14 -,37500 O.O0000 .00001 .OOG04 .00004
15 -.29167 0.00000 -.00014 .00009 ,00009
16 -.20P33 0.00000 -.0004_ .00026 .00026
17 -_12500 O,OOOOO -.00003 .00046 .00046
18 -.04167 O,O00OO -.00104 .00058 .O005B
PLANFOR_ TO 1HE CHORDCONT_ZBUT]ON OF THE FOURTH
19 -.95033 OoOOOO0 .00163 °00774
20 -,87500 O.O000O -.00014 .01322
21 -.7_167 0.00000 -.00681 .02252
ZZ '1 -.7C,833 O.OOCO0 .00503 .00603
24 -.5_167 0.00000 .00392 .00_02
Z5 -.45833 O.OOOOC .00390 °00390
26 -°37§00 O.OOOOO .00387 .00387
27 -.291_7 O,O000O .003e6 .00377
Z8 -.Z0_33 O,O00OO ._0386 .00364
?Q -.12500 0,00000 .00387 .00352
'C -.06167 O.OOOOO .00387 .003_
TOTAL COEFF[CTENTS















































































































RFFERE_CE PLkt:FDRM HAS 3 CURVES
VARIABL[ S_EP PIVOT P_.ITI0_ x(S) -
BPEAK P_INTS tog THE PEFEPENCE PLANFOP_
0,00000 Y(S) - 0.00000
Y _WEEP DIHEDRAL _DVE
PEF _,]GLE _NSLE C_OE
1 0.00000 G.000OO O.CCOOC -10,00000
? 0.00000 -3oCCCOO 90,COOOO 0o00000
3 -2,0G0¢0 -3.OGCC0 O.0CCCO -10.00000
-2.00COO O.OCGO0
-3.COO00
SECOND VEFF_ENCF PLA_FG_P HAS 3 CURVES
V_PlARLE S_EEP PIVOT POSITION W(S) -
BPE_ PCIMTS FO_ T_E PEFEPE_CE PL_Nr_PP
0,00000 Y(S) - 0,OO000
x
RE_
v SWEEP OI_ORAI MOVE
RFF J_GLE ANGLE CODE
1 -3,00000 O,OCOC0 O,0C00O 15,00000 ]
2 -3,OC000 -_.0COOO _0.CCOOC e,occoo 1
3 -_.OCOOO -_,CCO00 O.OCO00 15.00000 I
4 -5,OCOO0 C,OCOCO
TflI_O REFERENCE PLATFORM HiS 3 CURVES
VARIABLE SWEEP PIVOT POSITICH x(S) -
BPEAV P_!NTS FOa T_E _EFEREKCE PLANF_R_
PCIHT X Y SWFEP DIHEdrAL _OVE





0,00000 Y(S) " 0,00000















FOURTH REFERENCE FLAF;FOPM _AS 5 CURVES
VAPI_BLE SVEEP PIVOT POSITI_ X($) -
BREJW POINTS FOR TH_ REFERENCE FLANro_P
-10.00000
y SVEEP DIHEDEAL MOVE
REF _NGLE iNGLE CODE
1 °9°00000 0,00000 0.00000 O.O0000
Z -9.00000 -6.00000 OoOCOOO 0.00000
3 -g.OCO00 -12.00000 9_,00000 0.00000
-i1,00000 -_Z,OOO00 O,CO00O 0.00000












































































































0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000 1
-3.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1
-_.00000 0.00000 O.OOCO0 O,CO_O0 1
-_.25795 0.00000 30.OOOCO 0,00000 2
-_.00000 0.00000 30.00000 0.00000 2
-11.5q615 0.00000 -&O.OCO00 0.00000 2
-10.b_515 0.0C000 3G.OOOO0 0.00000 2
-5.73205 O.COCO0 O.O0000 O.O00OO 1
0,00000 0°00000
H0PSESHOE VORTEX SU_MAPY TABLE
140 HORSFSHOE VOHTICIES USED ON THE LEFT HALF OF THIS CONFIGURATION
i




4 5b i t'









pLatFORM ? T_ •

































































....... ±l, _ J
JERODY_A_ZC 0ATA
CO_FIGU_AT[0N : 6-PLANjV-_OXH_O[_P
LONGZTUDZNJL AEROOY_(A_IC CCEFF_CIENT$ A_E CO_PUTEO
¢14 SWEEP OTHEDPAL LOCJL ALPHA DELTA ¢P AT DESTREO
ANGLE iNGLE TN PAD]AN$ CL - °30000
_0g_ESHOE V_eTEy DESCRTPTIOH_SECO_C PL_NFORN
-3.12Se0 -3.37500 -B.5_q27 -5_2RS41 .48736 0.00000 ]5.00000 0.00000 .48963
-3.62_C0 -3._7_00 -8.57q27 -5.28541 .48734 0,00000 15.00000 0.00000 .17695
-4.1250D -4.37500 -8.5_27 -5,Z_5_1 .4_734 O,O0000 15.00000 O.O0000 °09558
-4.52_C0 -_.PT_O0 -8,_2927 -_,28541 ._8734 0,00000 15.00000 0.000G0 .05056
-3.12_00 -3.3_00 -7._780 -5-0331_ ._8734 O.CO000 15.00000 0.00000 .61920
_' -3,12_00 -_,875C0 -7.5_7_0 -5,C331_ .4_736 0,00000 15.C0000 O.O000C .24867 .l_
:' -4.12500 -6.37500 -7.5P780 --_.03314 .48734 0.00000 15.C0000 O. O00CO .141e_ _'_
-4._z:oo -_._7500 -7.557e0 --5.0331_ .68734 O,OOOCO 15.00000 O. O00OO .07_63
-3.12_C0 -3.37500 -6._251 -&.79_25 .43q53 0.00000 15.00000 O.OCO00 .E8128
-3._09 -3.P7_00 -b,kg_51 -&.793_5 .439_3 C.O0000 15.O_O00 O.OOOGO .2_43
-4.12_00 -_.37_00 -6.69251 -4.79325 ,¢39_3 O.OOOO0 15.00_00 O.OCO00 .16526
-4._Z5C0 -_.PT_O0 -6._9251 -_.79325 ._3_3 0.00000 )5.00GOO 0.00000 .09051
-3.12500 -3.37500 -6.13397 -4.156359 .13_70 O.O000C 15,00000 O,OOOO0 .704_
" -3.62_00 -3._750e -6.13397 -4.643_9 .13_70 0.00000 15.00C00 0.00000 .294ql
• -4.]2_00 -k.37_00 -_.]33q7 -4o_4359 ,13870 O.OOOOO 15,00000 O°COOO0 .1?_B_ ' i
__ -4.6z_00 -4._7_00 -15.133q7 -4.154359 _-.13£70 _ 0.00000 15.00000 0.00000 .09553
.................. _ -- i .... -%'-- ~
I
-3.12§00 -3.37_00 -_.86603 -6.571B0 .13870 0o00000 15.00000 0.00000 .719_
-3,62500 -3._7_00 -_.86603 -4._7180 .13870 0.00000 I_.00000 0.00000 ,30309
-4.12500 -_.37_00 -5.86603 -4.571B0 .13870 0,00000 15.00C00 0.00000 .17930
-k.62_0 -4,87500 -_,_693 -4,_7180 .13870 0.00000 15,00000 0.00000 .00854
-3.1Z_00 -3.37500 -5._h13Z -6.40077 .4J736 0.00000 15,00000 0.00000 ,?37_Z
-3.6Z5CC -3,P7500 -5,ZOI3Z -6,60977 .4B736 0.00000 15.00000 C.O0000 ,31730
-4,17_00 -4.37500 -5,2_132 -4,40977 .4873_ 0,00000 15.00000 0.00000 .1_540
-4,_2_C0 -4._7_00 -_.2_132 -4.40977 ._B734 O.GO000 1_.00000 e.oooeo .1017_
-3.1_00 -3,379c0 -,.31qB} -4,1_750 .48734 0.00000 15,00000 o.oocoo ,7578_
-3,625c0 -3,_7500 -_.319B5 -4.15750 ,48734 O.OGOGO 15.00000 G,O0_O0 .31q75
-_.12_00 -_.37_G0 -4.31095 -6.15750 .4_72_ C.O0000 15,00000 0.00000 .18q_9
-4._250_ -4.P7500 -&.31_85 -4,15750 .6_734 :.OOO_O I_.GO000 0.¢0C00 .1037_
-3.1_5C0 -3,37_00 -3._2_5_ -3,91761 .43953 C.CO000 15.00000 C.OOCOO .7591o
-3._Z_OO -3,P7_C0 -3.4_455 -3o91761 .&3953 0.00000 ]5.COCCO O,CO000 .32775
-4.12_00 -4,37E00 -3._2¢5b 73.q17_1 .439_3 C.O00CO 15.00000 C.OOOOG .1q]50
-4,57_00 -4.87_C0 -3.4745_ T3.917_1 ._3953 0,00000 15.00000 O,ODCOO .10.31
-3.1Z_0 -3,37_00 -2,sznz7 T3,¢7771 ._873_ 0,00000 ]P,O0000 C,COOOO ,7OOOZ
-3._50G -_._7_00 -2,52e27 _3._7771 .48736 0o00000 15.00000 C.OGO00 .3233?
-_._Z_CO -_.PT_O0 -2.52_27 +3,¢7771 .4_734 0.00000 15._0000 O.CO000 .10437
-3.!_00 -3.37500 -].5_780 _3.425¢5 ._734 0.00000 15.00000 0.00_00 ,75722
-3._Z5_C -3._7_00 -I.587_0 _3.42_45 ._8734 O.OOOO0 15.00000 0.00000 ,32_8_
-4.1Z_qO -4.?_00 -1._7_0 -3,4_5_5 .4873_ 0,00000 15,00000 O,O0000 .1q1_9
-4._?_00 I[t_P7_CO -1. _7S0 -3,42545 ._73_ 0.00000 15,00000 0.00000 '10441
-3._500 111_3_00 -._3 -3.1_Q_ ._?_a_ 0.00000 15.00000 o.ooooo .7_z9
-3._?_C0 [1_87500 i 55P53 -3°149_ °57823 0.00000 15.00000 0.00000 .3233_-_.I_503 II_37500 55853 -3.I_9b_ .57823 0.00000 15.00000 0.00000 .19Z78
-,. _z,cc ,+,._7_oo ,,_,3 -,.1,_ .,TeZ3 o.ooooo 1,.ooooo o.oo_oo .10,_7
THInD PtA_FORM I_ ,ESHO= E VOPTEx DESCRIPTION,
i_
-P.lZ'_O _:_ -'.86503 -'o4.67g ,13''0 0°00000 -5.00000 0,00000 .17366
-_._FO0 _ -5.P6_03 "5.4_kTq .13649 O.OOOO0 -5.00000 0.00000 o06167
-7.]Z_CO -7,37500 -5.#_q3 -5,4_7q .13_4_ 0.00000 -5.00000 0,00000 ,03488
-7,_Z_O0 -?.P?500 -_,8_03 -5.48679 o134'9 0.00000 -5,00000 0.00000 ,01893
-P.22_¢0 -_.37_00 -_,2_7 -_,5_0q8 ,49734 0,00000 -5,00000 0.00000 .28059
-_.62500 -6.8750C -5.24657 -5._0q8 .4873_ 0.00000 -5.00000 0o00000 .11142
-7.175C0 -7.37_00 -5.Z_657 -5.S&OqR .4873& 0.00000 -5o00_00 0.00000 .Oh300
-7.67_C0 -7._7_00 -5,74657 -5,_098 ._8734 0,00000 -_.00000 O.OGOOO .033_9
-_.12_00 -F,37_00 -4.27560 -5,62593 ._8736 0.00000 -_.00000 0,00000 .35180
-_._2_Cn -E._7_O0 -4.27_0 -5.fi2593 .4_734 0.00000 -5,00000 0.00000 .14552
-7.I_? -7._7_C n -4.Z7560 -_,_2593 .4873_ O.GOOOO -5.00000 0.00000 .08448
-?._ZSO0 -7._-_0 -4.ZT_EO -5.E2593 .6_734 O°O00CO -_.CO000 O.OOCO0 ,04558
•-_.12_C0 -b.37_C0 -3.3e_05 -5.707q7 .39_5_ 0.00000 -5.COCO0 0.00000 .39359
-_._75C_ -_.r75CO -3.30505 -5.702q7 .39656 O.O00OO -5.00000 0.00000 ,16432
-7.17500 -7,37900 -3.39505 -5.70297 .39E_ 0.00000 -_.OOCO0 0.00000 .O06Zq
-7,_C_ -7.F7_0 -3.3°_05 -5,70297 ,3qbs_ 0,00000 -5.00000 0.00000 .05Z32
-_.]_SCO -_.)7_00 -2.51_51 -_.7_01 .4_73_ 0.00000 -5.00000 0.00000 .42333








-7.12500 -7.37500 -2.51451 -5.78001
-7.62500 -7.87500 -2.51_51 -5.78001
-b,12500 -6.37500 -1.54354 -fl.P&4g6
-b.&2500 -6.87500 -1.5435; -5.86496
-7.12500 -7.37500 -1.5&350 -_.86496
-7.52500 -7.87500 -1.5%35% -5.864g&
-6.12500 -6.37_00 -.52903 -5.95372
-6°62500 -6,87500 -.52903 -5o95372
-7,12500 -7.37500 -.52q03 -5.95372
-7.62500 -7.87500 -.52903 -5.95372
FOURTH PL*NFOPM HORSfSHOE VOPTEX DESCRIPTIONS
I
-11.91747 -12.C_181 -11.19615 0.00000
-12.20_14 -12.35048 -ll.]g&15 0.00000
-12.4q_82 -12._3;16 -11.]q615 0.00000
-12.78349 -12.92783 -11.19615 0.00000
-lI.41gbO -11.70P27 -I0.20_31 O.O00OO
-ll.Oq_q5 -12.28562 -10.20881 O.O00OO
-12.57_30 -12._b_q7 -_0.208_1 0.00000
-13.15165 -13.4_032 -10.?0801 0.00000
-lO.gZgqb -11.21P63 -q.36074 0.00000
-11.50731 -11.7o508 -_.36074 0.00000
-12.0"46b -12.37333 -q._074 0.00000
-12.5h201 -12._5069 -_.3_074 O.COOOO
-10.4_032 -10.72q00 -_.5126& O.O000O
-11.01767 -11.30635 -8.51266 0.00000
-11.59502 -11.8P370 -8.51266 0.00000
-12.17_37 -12._6105 -8.51_66 0.00000
-9.fl7759 -10.16627 --7.53798 0.00000
-10.45¢_4 -10.74362 -7.53798 O.O00OO
-11.03229 -11.320_7 -7.537q8 0.C0000
-11._0q_4 -ll._q_3Z -7.53798 0.00000
-q.3702_ -q.eS_Q6 -6.65_30 0.000C0
-o.q47_3 -10.23631 -6._5_30 O.OCOOO
-10.52_q8 -10.81_66 -6.65930 O.O0000
-11.10233 -11.39101 -6.65q30 0,0000D
-9.13950 -g._le51 -6.13_q7 0.C0000
-9.6975_ -q._7652 -6.13397 0.C0000
-10.2_553 -10.53k53 -6.13397 0.00000
-10.*135_ -11.00255 -6.13397 0.00000
-o.12qq3 -_.3PC50 -5._603 0.00000
-q.6kq17 -_._C_P_ -5,8_03 0.00000
-10.1_51 -10.,2_1_ -5.e_03 0.00000
-10.69785 -10.94752 -5.86603 0.00000
-q.12500 -_.37500 -5.2_71 O.OOOO0
-q.62500 -9._7500 -5.2_471 0.00000
-10.1_500 -10.37500 -5.24¢71 0.00000

































• 3q135 _0.00000 0.00000
.39135 30,C0000 0,00C00
.39135 30.00000 0.00000
• 13397 2.0665q 0.00000
,13397 10.22739 0.00000
.133q7 17._170 0.00000
• 133q7 25.1311& 0.00000
.133o7 2.06659 0.00000
.13397 10.22739 0.00000
• 133q7 17._170 0.00000





























































































































.............. _ ..... .%,_
!
0.00000 ._8734 0o00000 0,00000 0o00000 .57719
C.OOCO0 .48734 O.OOO00 0.00000 0.00000 ._4412
O,COCOO ,68736 O.OOOO0 O,O0000 C.O0000 ,1_570
C.COCO0 .48734 0.00000 O.COOO0 O.O00CO .08099
O.O00CO .39135 C,O0000 O.CO000 0.00000 .54527
O.CO000 .39135 O.O0000 O.O0000 0.000_0 .23165
O.O00OO .39135 0.00000 O.O0000 0,00000 .138_7
O.OCOGO .39]35 O.qO000 O.CO000 0.00000 .07691
C.O000O o4873_ 0.00000 O.CO000 C.¢C000 ._C385
O.GO0_O .4873_ C.CCO00 O.COCO0 CoC6_00 .Z1650
C.O00CO .68734 O.CCO00 O°OOCO0 C.OOOO0 °13037
G,OOOCO .48734 O.O0000 O.OOCO0 O.O0000 °07273
0.00000 .68734 0.00000 0.00000 0o60C00 .46Z77
C.O00CO ._873_ 0°00000 O.OOOOO O°OCOCO .2315_
O.OOCO0 ._8734 0.00090 O,O00OO O.O00OO .12255
O.OeO00 ,48734 0.o0000 0.00000 O.COOOO .06879
O.O00CO .52532 O.CO000 O.COOCO O.O00CO ,_3_37
O,OCO00 .52532 O.CO000 O.CO000 O.OOCO0 .19243
0.00000 .525_2 O.O0000 O.CO000 O.OOOO0 .11769














































AOI_ ] TI PNAL LOADING
WTTH CL 8',SED ON S(TG'UE)
$L C_r.F CL RATIO
wING-BODY CHARACTERISTICS
]NOUC[D DRAG (FAR FIELD SOLUTION)
CD]t(CL(VB)tt2)


















LO_D DUE ADO, LOAD AT BASIC LOAD SPAN LOAD AT _ LOCATION OF
C PAT|O TO T_IST CL = O.OOOO0 AT CLiO DESIRED CL LOCAL CENT P_
FIRST PLA_FOPN SPA_ LOAD DISTRISUTTON
.71748 ._8q87 O,0OOO0 0,00000
.q3885 ,38987 O.OCOCO 0.00000
1,0_046 ,389B7 O,OOOCO 0.00000




O.OCOOO ,07919 -3._&486 tn







O,O0000 ,134_6 -3.4c471 .
O.O000O .13_13 -3,_539 '
O,O00OO .13388 -3.4ghQq ,
.31_78 ,81252 -3 e¢_87 O.COCO0 O.OOCO0
.42=j&6 1.08615 * 38gp-? O.OO000 O.O0000
._75_3 1.21_45 .38q87 O.O00OO O,OOO00
.4q48_ 1.26q18 -3 -p_87 O.OCOO0 O.OOCOO
• =_0714 1,3007g .38_87 O,OOOO0 O,OOOOO
.52121 1.33687 -38 (__;7 0.00000 0,00000
• 53266 1.36624 .38 ¢)8T O.O000O O.OOCO0
53714 1.37774 -38 q_7 O,OCO00 O.OOOOO
• O.O000O
5"_785 1.37956 ,38_87 ] O.O0_CO
_53_5Z 1.37613 .38q87 ] O.OOOO0 O.O00OO







































THIRO PLANFORH SPAN LO_D DISTRIBUTION
o11269 .2B894 .38q87 OoO0000 0.00000 0.00000
.1904n °48860 .38987 O.OOOOO 0.00000 O.O00OO
.244_9 _62737 .38q87 O.OOO00 O.O0000 O.O0000
.27_5 .70552 .38987 O.OOOCO O.O000O O.OOOO0
,2q6R_ .76149 ,38987 0.00000 O.O00OO 0.00000
• 311Z6 °79837 .38987 O.OCOCO O.O0000 0.00000
.31903 .81830 .38987 O.OOOCO O.OOO00 O.0OOOO
FOUeTH PLANFOgH SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTION
.27574 1.22279 .2250q O.OCOCO O.O00OO O.OOOOO
.41 P'33 ._2q_9 .4501q O.OOCO0 O.OOOOO O,OOO00
.45519 1.01112 ._5010 0.00000 O,OOOO0 O,OOOOO
._66_ ; 1.03650 • _,5019 O.OOCOO O. 00000 O.OOO00
• -_083 1.0236, .,5019 0.00000 O.OOO00 O.OOOO0
.44637 I!i .Qql,2 .45019 0.00000 O. O000O 0.00000
"a"_516 I_I) 1.00011 .43_11 O.OOOOO O,O0000 O.OOOO0
• ,;z6q7 1.05437 .40t._5 0.0o000 O.OC000 O.O00OO
• _,?Oi_ 1.07937 .3P987 O.OOOCO 0.00000 0.00000
• t'CPS_ 1.O4_OO .3898T O.OOOOO O.O00OO 0.00000
,3gf_87 ,qqZ31 ,38987 O.O00OO 0.00000 O. O000O
• 36003 .q23.'.5 • 3_987 O,OCOPO O, OOOOO O, 00000
• 33351 .fl55_8 .3_987 0.000o0 O,O0000 OoOO000
.31766 ._1_,78 ,38987 O,OOOOO 0,00000 O,OOOO0
IE_UCED CRAG, LEADING EDGE THRUST AND SUCTION COECF!C_ENT CHARACTERISTICS
COMPUTED AT THE DESIRED CL FPOM A NEAR FIELD SOLUTXON
SECTION COEFFICIENTS
t. _. S_EEP
2YIB _NGLE COII CI2B CT C/2B CS C/2B
CONTPI_UTION OF THE FIRST PLANFORM TO THE CHORD OR DRAG FORCE
-.21_6 O.OOOO0 .00038 .00012 .OOOl2
-.1333q O.O00GO .00025 .00035 .00035
-.O_I8 O.OOOOO .00020 .00047 _000_7
CONToIEUTION OF THE SECONO PLANFO_H TO THE CHORD OR CRAG FORCE
5
t,
-.7202_ 0.00000 .00022 .00031 .00031
-.6_7_ O.O0000 .OOOlfi .00054 .0005_









































7 -._2444 0.00000 .00011 .00071
8 -.50153 0.00000 .00011 .00072
9 -.44983 0.00000 .00011 .O007P
10 -.36934 0.00000 .00009 .00079
11 -.2QZ79 0.00000 .00006 .O00ql
12 -.2!_2_ 0,00000 .00008 .00081
13 -°13575 0.00000 .00008 .00080
14 -,04775 0.00000 ,O000Q .O007q






-.131 7 o.oGooo IlJjl
21 -00_523 O,OOO00 Ir
!
CONTRIPUTION OF THE FOURTH










.00020 i ,00004 ,00004




• 00025 .00028 ,C0028
,00025 °00029 ,00029
PLANFOR_ TO THE CHORD OR DRAG FORCE
22 -.9572_ 30,00000 -.00003 .O00k8 ,00055
23 -.877_4 30.00000 .00009 .O00bI .00070
24 -.80033 30,00000 ,00013 .00064 .00074
25 -,72782 30.00000 .00017 .00062 ,00072
26 -,64_68 30,00000 .00022 ,00057 .00066
27 -,BEq3b 30,0000C ,00029 ,00047 .00051
2B -.57444 0.00000 .00032 .00042 .00043
29 -.50153 0.00000 .00030 .00044 .00044
3C -.44841 0.00000 .00025 .00047 .O00_T
31 -.3_508 O.OGO00 .00022 .000_7 .000_7
32 -,2e995 O,OOO00 ,00023 .00043 .000_3
33 -.21483 0.00000 .O00Z5 ,00037 .00037
34 -_13149 0.00000 .00027 o00070 .00030



































....... 'lb. ........... . ...............
• TEST DATA FOR 3 PLANFORM_ {CAMBERED WING VORTEX FLOW AERO. PLUS AUG. ERRS)
3.0 1.0 13.44 506.69 -32.0 4.16 -39.84 26.09
!
16.0 12.0 0.85 100.0 0.0 0.0 0._ 0.2.0. 0.0.1,
-2.4 -18.85 0.0 0.0
-37,75 -41.93 -54.42 -56.24
-16.0 -10.0 -4.0 0.0 2.0 4.0
10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0
-16.0 -10.0 -4.0 0.0 2.0 4.0
10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 1P.O 20.0
-16.0 -10.0 -4.0 0.0 2,0 4.0
10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0
-16.0 -10.0 -4.0 0.0 ?.0 4._
10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 1_.0 20.0
-1_.0 -10.0 -4.0 G.O 2.0 4.0
10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0
-16.0 -10.0 -4.0 0.0 2.0 4.0
10.0 12.0 14,0 16.0 18.0 20.0
-16.0 -10.0 -4.0 0.0 2.0 4.0
10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20,0
-16.0 -10.0 -4.0 0,0 2.0 4.0
1C.O 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0
-16.0 -10.0 -4.0 0.0 2.0 4.0
10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0
-l&.O -10.0 -4.0 0.0 ?.0 4.0
10.0 17.0 14.0 16.0 1P.O 20.0







8.0 15.0 12.0 ]k.C 16,0
O,O C.C C.O 0.0 0.0
o.o o.0 o.o 0.0 0.0
).0 0,0 o.0 o.o 0.6


















R_OT CHORD HEIGHT •
FzeST PEFERENCE PLJ_FI_;P* _i3 3 CURVES
VAPXA_LE _tdEEP PZVOT FO_IT!L ,D _|$) -
_lo_o
BREAK POINTS FOR THE REFEI_E_;C'E'PLANFORM
POZNT X Y SVEEP DIHEDRAL e,OVE







Z 32.0C000 O.O00GO Z




SECC_D REFERENCE PLJ_FOPP H_S 5 CURVES
; O,O00OD
O.OOOOO V_ZABLE SVEEP _TVCT POSZT_O_ _[S) •
BREAK POINTS FOR THE R_FEREHCE PLANFOPH
y y SVEEP OIHEORAL EDVE
REF REF ANGLE _HGLE C_9E
I_.SDOOO O.OCOOD O.COOCO 0.00000 1
l*.SOOOO -Z._OOOD 50._1147 0.00000 1
-5.75000 -)8.8_00D qO.CO000 0.0000D 1
-_._3000 -18.E5000 O.CO000 0.00000 1












• O_T CHORD _EIGHT - 0.00000
x
REF
THTRD PEFERENCE FLAHFCR_ HIS 6 CU_VE_ ]ijVARTABLE SVEEP PXVOT POS]TTON Y|S) • O.OCDDO
8RE_V POTNTS F_ THE REFERE_;CE PL'aHFO _
y $_EEP DIHEORAL _OVE
eTF Z_iGLE _GLE COOE
YlSI " O.OODO0






1 -9.930C0 0 O00OO O,O00OO 0.00000
Z -9.93000 2,40000 90.00000 0.00000
3 -15.80000 -2.40000 49.77140 O.O00OO
4 -Z2.4ZCO0 -8.00000 90.OOOOC O.OGO00
5 -2_.Z_O00 -8.00000 8.93059 0.00000
6 -23,3b000 -2._0000 O.O000C 0.00000












-.m_ ....... • ....
CONFIGURATION z CA_BERED W _G
CURVE 1 IS SWEPT 6!.92751 DEGPEES ON PLANFDP_ 1
CURVE ] I_ SWEPT O.O000O DEGREES ON PLANFORR 2





B_EAK POINTS FOR THIS CONFIGUPATION
X Y Z : I SVFEP DZHEDRAL HOVE
ANGLE ANGLE CODE
FIRST PLJNFORH 8RE_K POINTS
32.00000 0.0000¢ O.OOO00 61.9275] O.OOOO0 1
27.50000 -Z.¢OOOO O.OOO00 90.00000 O.O0000 1
14._0 -Z,400OO O.O00OO O.COCOO O.COOOO 1
14.50000 O,OOOOO O.OOOO0
SECOND PLJ_FOR_ BPE_K POINTS
14,5C000 O.OCOO0 O.O0000 O.OCOOD O.OOOOO 1
1_.5G000 -2.¢0000 O.CODDO _0.q1147 O.0OOCO 1
7._063_ -_.OCO00 O,CO000 50,911k7 0.00000 1
-5,75000 -18.85000 O.O00OO 9O,OOOO0 O.OOOOO 1
-9._3000 -18._5000 O.OOOOO O.CCCOO 0.00000 I
-q._30_O -2.60000 O.O0000 O.COOCO O.OOO00 1
-_.q3000 O.OOOOO O.O00OO
T_[PD PLANFOO_ EPEAK POIHTS
-q.¢3000 O.O000O O.O0000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 1
-9.¢3000 -2°_0000 O.OOOOO 90o00000 O.O000O 1
-15._0C00 -2.60000 O.O00OO 6q.771_0 0.00000 1
-_Z._2000 -_.O0000 O.O0000 _O.COOOO O.OOOO0 1
-2_.2_000 -8,OCOOC O.O0000 8._305_ O.OOO00 1





























• S : I
• S j
S S t I



































































CONFIGURATION z CAMBERED WI
LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS A_E COMPUTED
V Z S Of 6 SWEEP DIHEDRAL LOCAL ALPHA


















































































































































































































.41_58 5.02285 0.00000 0.00000 -.03,1_
.78542 50,46919 0.00000 -.34907 2.13932
.78542 4_.61387 0.00000 -.31416 1.58576
.785_2 46.61144 0.00000 -.27925 1.60796
.78542 4_.4491g 0.00000 -.17453 1.8Zl13
.78542 42.11414 0.00000 -.06981 1.85100
.7854Z 39._g348 0.00000 O.OOOO0 1.70560
.78542 36.87512 0.00_00 .03491 1.504.5
.78542 33.q4863 0.00000 .06981 1.39114
.7854Z 30.B0623 0.00000 .1047Z 1.30643
.78542 27.44418 0.00000 .13963 1.23637
.78542 23.86420 0.00000 .17453 1.1717_
.785_2 20.07503 O.CO000 .20944 1.10506
.78542 16.0q372 0.00000 .24435 1.02823
.78542 11.94638 0.00000 .27q25 .93060
.78542 7.fi6824 0.00000 .31416 .79270
.78542 3.3024q 0.00000 .34q07 .566_8
.7854Z 50.46g19 O*OOCO0 -.34907 1.41169
.785_2 4P.61387 0.00000 -.31416 1.2P397
.78542 46.61144 0,_0900 -._7925 1.45752
.7894Z 44.44919 0.00000 --.17453 ]tTe664
.78542 4_.]1414 0.00000 -.06981 1.91435
.78542 39.59348 0.00000 0.00000 1._4716
.78542 36.8751_ 0.00000 .03491 1.70580
.78542 33.94863 0.00000 .06981 1,63316
.7854Z 30.80623 0.00000 .10472 1.56963
.78542 27.44418 0.00000 .13963 1.50430
.78542 23.86420 O.O00OO .17453 1.43270
.78542 20.07503 0.00000 .20944 1.3505q
.78542 16.09372 0.00000 .24435 1.25134
.78542 11.q4638 0.00000 .27_2_ 1.12341
.78542 7.66e24 0.00000 .31_16 .94487
.78542 3.3024_ 0.00000 .34907 .6b311
.78542 50.4691_ 0.00000 --.34907 .75707
.7_54Z 48.613_7 0.00000 -.31416 .9717B
.7P542 46.61144 0.00000 -,27925 1.24780
.78542 44.44919 0.00000 -.17453 1.63435
.78542 42.11414 0.00000 -.069BI 1.80362
.78542 39.593_8 0.00000 0.00000 1.77364
.78542 36._7517 0.00000 .03491 1.66934
.78542 33._4863 0.00000 .069_1 1.63ZZ9
.78542 30.80623 O.O0000 .10472 1.59940








-6.69050 -t.97720 -14.922q2 O.OOOO0 .78542 23.P6420 0.00000 .17453 1.50029 g
































































































































































































































































































































-8.30957 -e,77255 -10.21042 0.00000
-9.23553 -9.60851 -10.21042 0.00000
6.46899 5._4839 -B.71250 0.00000
5.4277_ 4._071_ -8.71250 O.O0000
4.38_58 3.e65q8 -8.71250 0.00000
3.34_37 2.82_77 -8.71250 0.00000
Z.30417 1.78357 -8.71250 0.00000
1.26296 .74236 -8.71250 C.O0000
.22176 --.20A85 -8.71250 0.00000
-.81_45 -1.34005 -8.71250 0.00000
-1.850_5 -2.3_I26 -8.71250 O.O000C
-2.qO18h -3.42246 -8.71250 0.00000
-3.04307 -4.45367 -8.71250 C.CO00O
-4.984Z7 -5.50488 -8.71Z50 0.00000
-6,0Z_48 -6.5_608 -8.71250 0.00000
-7.06668 -7.58729 -8.71250 0.00000
-8.10780 -8.62P49 -8.71250 0.00000
-_.1_9]0 -9._6970 -8.71250 0.00000
_.28_12 7.70589 -7.21458 0.00000
7.12767 6.54q44 -7.21458 0.00000
5.97122 5.39299 -7.2]458 0.00000
&.81476 4.23b54 -7.21458 0.00000
3.65831 3.08009 -7.21_58 0.00000
2.50]86 1.92363 -7.21458 0.00000
].345_1 .76718 -7.21458 O.O0000
.1889_ -.38927 -7.21458 0.00000
-.96750 --1.5_572 -7.21458 0.00000
-2.12395 -2.70217 -7.21458 0.00000
-3.28040 -3.858_3 -7.21458 0.00000
--4.43685 --5.01508 --7.21458 0.00000
-5.5Q330 -6.]7153 -7.21658 0.00000
-6.74976 -7.32798 -7.71458 0.00000
-7.90671 -8.48443 -7.21658 0.00000
--9.06266 --9,_4089 -7.21458 0.00000
10,18761 9.54895 -5.66375 0.00000
8.91030 8.27166 --5.64375 0.00000
7.63299 6.99436 -5.64375 0.00000
6.35568 5.71703 -5.64375 0.00000
5.07837 4.43972 -5.64375 0.00000
3.80106 3.16241 -5.64375 0.00000
2.52376 1.PP510 -5.64375 0.00000
1.2_645 .60779 -5.64375 0.00000
-.030P6 -.6_51 -5.64375 0.00000
-1.30E17 -1.94682 -5.64375 0.00000
-2.58_48 -3.224]3 -5.64375 0.00000
-3.86279 -4.50144 -5.h4375 0.00000
-5.]4009 -5.77875 -5.6_375 0.00000
-6.41740 , -7.05606 -5._4375 0.00000
-7.69k71 , -8.33336 -5._4375 0.00000
|
.78542 7.66824 0.00000 .31416 .99050
.78542 3.30249 0.00000 _;34907 .70036
.71250 50,46919 0.00000 _.34907 --.77856
_.71250 48.61387 0.00000 _.31416 .18094
!.71250 46.61144 0.00000 1_.27925 .63887
• 71250 64.44919 0.00000 _.17453 1o11764
.71250 42.11414 0.00000 -.0608] 1.35138
.71250 30.59348 0.00000 0.00000 1.37706
.71250 36.P7512 0.00000 .03491 1.32752
.71250 33.94863 0.00000 .0_981 1.34536
71250 30.80623 0.00000 .10472 1.36661
71250 27.44418 0.00000 .13963 1.37715
,71250 23.86420 0.00000 .17_53 1.3_917
71250 20.07503 O.CO000 .20944 1.33589
71250 16.09372 0.00000 .24435 1.26949
i.71250 ]1.94638 0.00000 .27925 1.158_0
.71250 7.668_4 O.CO000 .31416 .98261
71250 3.30269 0.00000 .36907 .69076
78542 50._6919 0.00000 -.34907 -.93659
78542 48._1387 0.00000 -.31416 .05363
,78542 46.61144 0.00000 -.27925 .51751
78542 _4.4_o19 0.00000 -.17453 1.00493
78542 _2.11414 0.00000 -.06981 1.24757
78542 39.59348 0.00000 0.00800 1.28183
.78542 36.87512 0.00000 .03491 1.24039
.785_2 33.94863 0.00000 .06981 1.26626
.78542 30.80623 0.00000 .10472 1_29568
78542 27.44418 0.00000 .13963 1.31444
,78542 23.86420 0.00000 .17453 1.31466
,78542 20.07503 0.00000 .209_4 1.28948
,78542 16.09372 0.00000 .24435 1.23104
78542 11.94638 0.00000 .27925 1.12816
.78562 7.66826 0.00000 .31416 .96075
.78542 3.3024_ 0.00000 .34_07 .67851
.78542 50.46919 0.00000 -.34_07 -.9_59B
.78542 _8.81387 0.00000 -.31416 -.05164
.78542 46.61144 0.00000 -.27925 .39077
.78542 44.44919 0.00000 -.17_53 .87653
.78542 42.1141_ O.O0000 -.06981 1.12685
,78542 39.593_8 0.00000 0.00000 1.17122
.785%2 36.87512 0.00000 .03,ql 1.13958
.785_2 33.94863 0.00000 .06981 1.17450
.78542 30.80623 0.00000 .10472 1.21245
.78542 27.46%18 0.00000 .13963 1.23950
.78542 23.86_20 0.00000 .17453 1.24782
.78542 20.07503 0.00000 .209_4 1.23055
.78542 16.09372 0.00000 .24435 ].17993
.78542 11.94638 0.00000 .27925 1.08538










-8.97202 -9.61067 -5.6437_ 0.00000 .78542
12.00109 11.39201 -4.07202 0.00000 .7854210.69293 9.99385 -4.07292 0.00000 .78542
9.29¢76 8.59568 --4.07292 0.00000 .78542
7,80660 7,19752 --4.07292 0.00000 °78542
6.49_3 5,7q935 --4.07292 0.00000 .78542
5.10627 6,40119 -4.07292 O.O0000 .78542
3.70211 3.00302 -4.07292 0.00000 .78542
2.30394 1.E0485 -4.07292 O.O0000 .78542
°90378 .20649 -4.07292 O.O0000 .78542
-.&9239 -1.1_147 -4°07292 0,00000 .78542
-1.8_C_5 -?.5P964 -4.07292 O.CO000 .78542
-3.28_72 -3.qe780 -4.07292 O.O0000 .78542
-4.0_8" -5.36596 -4.07292 0,00000 .78542
-8.0_05 -6.78413 -_.07292 0.00000 .78542
-7.48321 -8.18220 -4.07292 0.00000 .785_
-P.SP]3B -9.5P046 -4.07292 0,00000 .765_2
13.5_056 12._3_19 -2.84375 O.OO000 .4_375
!2.0_783 11.3_146 -2.84375 O.OOO00 .44375
10,5_50_ 9.8_872 -2.04375 0.00000 ,_4375
_.10236 8.35599 -2.84375 0.00000 .44375
7.60962 6._6226 -2.84375 0.00000 .4_375
_.11¢89 5.37052 -2.84375 0.00000 °44375
4._2&]6 3,87779 -2.84375 0°00000 .&4375
3.13142 Z,39505 -2.84375 0.00000 .44375
1.63P50 ,89232 -_.84375 O.CO000 .44375
.14505 -,60041 -2.P4375 0.00000 .44375
-1.34678 -2.09315 -2.84375 O.O0000 .44375
-2.R3e51 -3.5_588 -2.84375 O.O0000 .44375
-4.33225 -5.C7E61 -2.84375 O.O0000 .44375
-5._2_98 --6.57135 -2.84375 O,CO000 .44375
-7.31772 -8.0_408 -2.84375 0.00000 .44375
-8.81045 -9,5_48_ -2.84375 0,0CC90 .44375
1_.11_2_ 13.35_84 -1.E1458 0,00_00 .7_542
12._9141 11._2797 -1.61458 0._0_30 .78542
11.0_¢53 1C,3ClOq -1.61458 O.GO_O .78542
9.53766 8.77422 -1._1458 0.00000 .78542
8.01078 7.24734 -1.61458 0.00000 .78542
6.4_3o1 5.720_7 -1.61458 0.00000 .78542
4.95703 4.1_350 -1.61458 O.OOGO0 .78542
3.&3_1_ 2.6_672 -1.61458 0.00000 .78542
!.90_28 1.139_ -1.61458 O.OOOO0 .78542
.37¢_1 -,3_703 -1.61458 O.O0000 .78542
-1.15_7 -1.q1391 -1.61458 0.00000 .78542
-2._7734 -3.4_078 -1.61458 0.00000 .785_2
-4.20_22 -4.Q_766 -1.61458 0.00000 .78542
-5.73109 -6._9453 -1.61458 0.00000 .78542
-7.25797 -8.0F1_1 -1.61458 O.O00CO .785_2




























































































































































































































0.00000 ,41458 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -,08715
0,00000 ,41458 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 --.08154
0o00000 ,41458 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .041i3
O.O00CO ,41458 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 ,23990
O.O0000 .41458 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 _4464_
0.00000 .4145R 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .60752
0,00000 .414_8 0.00000 0°00000 0,00000 °71618
O.CO000 .41458 0.00000 0.00000 O.OGO00 .7_E
0.00000 .41458 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .86097
0o00000 ,41458 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 ,90751
0.00000 .41458 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ,Q3241
0.00000 .414fl8 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 .92990
0,00000 ,4145_ 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 ,B9304
0.00000 .41458 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .81352
O.O00OO .41458 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 _68152
0.00000 .41458 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .48994































-21.53234 -21.61457 -7.21458 0.00000
-21.(,9661 -21,77864 -7.21458 0.00000
-21.86067 -21.04271 -7._145B O.O0000
-22.02474 -22.10677 -7.21458 0,00000
-2Z.18E_JO -22.270_4 -7.21_.5B O.O00CO
-22.35287 -22. *.34t)0 -7.21458 0.00000
-22.51604 -22.59897 -7.2145e O,GO000
-22.68100 -22.76303 -7.21458 O.OOO00
-22.84507 -22.92710 -7.21458 O.OOCCO
-23.00913 -23.09117 -7,2145B 0.00000
-23.17320 -23.25523 -7.21438 0.00000
-23.33727 -23.41930 -7.21458 0.00000
-23.50133 -23.58336 -7.21458 0..00000
-23.b_540 -23.74743 -7.21458 O.OOOO0
-23.82946 -23.91150 -7.21458 0.00000
-23.99353 -24.07_56 -7.21458 0.00000
-10.70075 -10.83310 -5.64375 0,00000
-19,96545 -20,09780 -5,64375 .0,00000
-20.23014 -20.3t,240 -5.64375 iD.OOJOO
-20.4q484 -20.F2719 -5,64375 D.O0000
-20.75954 -20._9189 -5.64375 _O.OOOO0
-21.02424 -21.15659 -5.64375 IO.O0000
-21.29E93 -21.42128 -5.64375 _0.00000
-Z1,55363 -21.(_P598 -5,64375 0.00000
-21.PIP33 -21.950_'8 -5.64375 _.00000
-22.08303 -22.21537 -5.64375 _.00000
-22.34772 -22.48007 -5._,4375 ;O.OOO00
-22.*,1242 -22.74477 -5.64375 _0.00000
-22.87712 -23.COq4T -5.b4375 _.t, O000
-73.14191 -23.27416 -5.64375 O.CO000
40.38561 0.00000 0.00000 -4.22262
47.77979 0.00000 0.00000 -2.09598
4b-0_826 0.00000 0.00000 --].54912
44.24362 0.00000 0.00000 -1.25953
42.29835 0.00000 0.00000 --1,0_081
40.22503 0.00000 0.00000 -.q0296
38,01660 0.00000 0.00000 -.76734
35._b2 0.00000 0.00000 -._824
33.16q72 0.00000 0.00000 -.54402
30.52210 0.00000 0,00000 -._53_2
27.72_03 0.00000 0,00000 -.37411
24.77048 0.00000 0,00000 ".30494
21.67175 0,00000 0.00000 -.24390
18.43399 0.00000 0.00000 -.IB_O0
15.0&963 0.00000 0.00000 -.13751
11.59556 0.00000 0.00000 -.0839_
49.38561 0,00000 0.00000 -3.2071_
47.77979 0.00000 0.00000 -1,5945b
46_06526 0.00000 0.00000 -l.18345
44.24362 0.00000 0.00000 -.96907
42.29_;; 0.00000 0.00000 -.82655
40.2L503 0,00000 0.00000 -.72034
38.016o0 0,00000 0,00000 -.635_9
35.66_62 0,00000 0.00000 -.5_323
33.16972 0.00000 0.00000 -.49867
30.52210 0.00000 0.00000 -.43846
27.72203 0.00000 0,00000 -.38073
24.77048 0.00000: 0.00000 -.32_57
2]._7175 0.00000 0.00000 -.2695_












































































































































































































































































-Z3.1_016 -1.614_8 0.00000 .T8542
-10.55953 -,414P8 0.00000 .41458
-ll.3qBq1 -.414§8 O.O00OO .41458
-12.23828 -.41458 0o00000 .41459
-13.07766 -.41458 0.00000 .41458
-13.q1703 -.4145B 0.00000 .41458
-14.756_1 -.41458 0.00000 ._1458
-15.5q578 -.4145B 0.00000 .41_58
-16.43516 -.41458 0.00000 .41458
-17.274_3 -.4145_ 0.00000 .41458
-15.11391 -o41458 0°00000 ._1458
-18.9532B -.414_8 0.00000 °41458
-19,7_2bb -.41458 0,00000 .41458
-20.63203 -.414_F G,CO000 ._14_8
-21.471_1 -.41458 0,00000 .41458
T22.31078 -o4!_58 0.00000 o_1458
-23.15016 -.4!_50 0.00000 ._14§8
C AVERAGE TRUE AREA REFT_ENCE AREA
Z_.63901 778,090_0 _06,69000
I
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.1116_
0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 .30279
0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;17_62
0.00000 0.00000 OoO000O -11691
O.OOOO0 0.00000 0.00000 .0730B
0,00000 0°_0000 0.00000 ,03576
0.00000 0.00000 O.O000O -.0053_
O.O0000 0.00000 0.00000 -°06355
O.O0000 0.00000 O.O00OO -.1_31
0.00000 0.00000 O.OCO00 -.22231
0°00000 0,00000 0.00000 --o2636q
U(]O.OOOOO o.ooooo o._oooo -.z?o?_
11111_0.00300 O°O0000 0.00000 -°2893_
'liillO.O0000 0.00000 O.O00CO -.2,707
I_0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.21Z4o
_O.OOCO0 O.OOO00 C.CO000 -.16631



















ZNOUCED DRAG (FAR F]_LO SOLUTION,)
CD] AT CLlWB) CDZI(CLIWS)*$2)

























CL ALPHa CL(T_ZST) ALPha _T CL-O Y CP
P[_ _AD]AN PER DEGREE
3.9_676 .0_923 .7_30 --10.808_5 j-._2753
• 1]?Z_ .COZ05 -.00156 .76412 ., -.061_
3.76155 ,06565 .B3Z09 -1Z.67_38 -._47
• 0_797 ,0015% --,08_23 5_-55666 --.19105
ADDITIONAL LOADING
_IT_ CL B_SED ON $(TPUE)
i LOAD DUE ADD. LOAD AT









FZPST PLANFORH SPAN LOAD DISTPZ_UTIGN
• 3138_ .?O123 -.00766 .1072_
,31_70 .81025 -.0C863 .12_25
SECOND PLAH_OR_ SPAN L_AD D_ST_;_UTTON
-sT EL _ES-
BASIC LOAD SPAN LOAD AT • LOCATION OF




16 -°38274 .03479 °273§7 .12719 -.12365 °01_96 -.140_0
17 -.Zgq40 .04834 .23556 .20520 -.16296 .02355 -.18650
18 -.21607 .C5582 .1_710 .29321 -.1_936 .02720 -._q_56
10 -.150B6 ._5910 ,1716_ .344Z6 -.1_302 .02880 --.171_2
20 -.08565 .06115 .0939_ .65071 -.07313 .02980 -.102©3


















AER_0YN4NTC £HARACTERISTXC$ FOR CAMBERED AND TWISTED YXNGS
WITH VORTEX LIFT AT VARIOUS ANGLES" OF ATTACK
1 HAS LEADING EDGE VORTEX FLOM ASSUPED FPON O.OO000 TO
_HD _TTACHED FLOW ELSEWHERE _CRO_S THE SPAN
E HAS LE_DTEG EO_E VORTEX FLOW A$SUNED FRO_
AND ATTACHED FLOM ELSEWHERE ACPQ$$ THE SPAN
I
t
3 HAS LEA_I_G EDGE V_TEX FLO_ A$SU_E_ FROH
AND ATTACHED FLOV ELSEgHEP[ ACROSS THE SPAN
0.00000 TO
O.OOOOO TO






























-,0136_ CD - .00241






3 -.95B73 oOBgBO .0295B -.ob_gB 0,00000
-.B7500 ,13079 .0_775 -.09564 0o00000
-,79167 .15916 .06304 -.1Z306 0.00000
6 -,70833 .18125 .07963 -.15040 0.00000
7 -.e2500 ,19787 .09517 -.17887 O,OCO00
B -.54167 .20883 .11037 -.20909 0.00000
q -,462Z0 .21294 .12_50 -.Z3990 0°00000
10 -.3827_ ,20PB1 .13797 -,27257 0,00000
11 -,29_40 .191T0 .15102 -.3086_ 0,00000
12 -.21607 .1_549 °163o6 -.3482_ 0o00000
13 -.15086 .11_67 .305B6 -.33k7_ 0.00000
14 -.08565 .09672 .02673 -o288e9 0.00000












































































ANHLE OF ATTACK • O.O00OO DEGREES
SECTICNAL CHARACTERISTICS
CLtCICAVE CD_C/CAVE (CH_C**2)I(CAVEeCREF !
ABOUT C.G.
DJSTR|BUTZONS FOR THE FIRST PLANFOR_
CL VORT LE*CICAVE
1 -,08565 -.00640 O.COO00 -°00905 0,00000
2 -.02199 -,00840 O.OO000 -,00905 0.00000
IIF]R3T PLANFORH CHARACTERISTICS
-.00099 I' CD - 0,00000 CM _ -.00107
!
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE SECOND PLANFORN
I -.95833 .26150 ,0]035 -,13921 0.00000
-.87500 ,3_68 .0205_ -.10353 O,OODO0
-.79167 .46581 ,04679 -,1@909 0o00000
-,70833 .52001 .0_4Q5 -,20236 0.00000
-.62500 .57650 .08266 -.19057 O.OOOO0
-.54167 .62385 .nq_70 -.lq082 O,O00OO
-.46220 ,6394Z .11510 -.lalTS 0,00000
-.3_Z7_ .65_31 .178q8 -.17Z10 0.00000
-,Z9940 .65615 .14066 -,161_7 0o00000
-,Z1607 .636q5 .I;6_6 -,1_54 O.OOO00
-.]5086 ,_9_9 .OqqO3_ ".12776 0.00000
-.08565 ._6_0 .0363_ -.103_ 0.00000









CO = ,12111 C_ "




















-.021_9 -.O_bZ5 0.00000 ,0981Z
THIRD PLANFOR_ CHARACTER]ST]CS






















DISTRZBUTTON$ FCR THE FIRST PLANFOPM
1 -.0856_ .0991g ,G17_9 .20493 0,00000
2 -,0219g ,09919 .011_9 ,20_93 0,00000
PLANFORM CHARACTERZ$TIC$FTRST
CL " ,01172 CD • °00207 CN - ,02421
DTSTRIBUTZONS FOR THE SECOND PLANFOPN
3 -._5833 ._6323 1.04605 -.22326 0.00000
4 -.B7500 °66830 .091_9 -.2743g 0.00000
-.79167 .TqBg6 ,12gTz -,77250 0,00000
6 -,70_33 .Bg724 .1_393 -,24_3 0,00000
7 -.62500 ,_7322 ,;Q49] -,20_71 0°00000
B -,5_167 1,03213 ,22309 -*15670 0°00000
g -,46220 1,07462 ,2_751 -,10463 0,00000
10 -,38274 1,10366 ,2_e¢2 -,05113 0.00000
11 -.2gQ40 1.11080 ,28_75 ,00564 0,00000
12 -.21607 1.11678 .2_80Z .06204 0,00000
13 -.150B& ].05_37 ,_580g .09205 0.00000
1_ -.0B56_ ._7701 .!9_F4 .09316 0.00000
1_ --,02199 ,917_9 ,1_22_ ,06qB§ 0,00000
SECOND PLAEFORM CHARACTERZSTIC$
















16 -.38274 -.11265 -.01_6 ,18913 0.00000
17 -.2_Q40 -.13137 -.02316 ._053& 0,00000
18 -.21607 -.13243 -.07335 .1_494 0,00000
_ -,15086 -,3004_ -,01771 ,14_6 0.00000
......... ZO ...... -,08565 ............... -,06008 -.01059 ,09355 ........... 0,00000 _
• . --- ., _" i_ .all
PLANFORN (
'l,II
Zl -.OZlq9 -.02762 -.00_87 ,06372
T.HIRD PLA_FORN CHARACTFR]STTCS:
CL • -,05908 CD • -.020_2 C_ -
TOTAL CHARACTERZST]¢$
























DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE FIRST PLANFOPN
1 -.0B565 .18507 .06736 .3933B 0.00000
2 -,021_g ,18507 .06736 .3933B 0.00000
FIRST PLANFOPH CHARACTERISTICS
CL " ,OZIB6 CD " .00796
OISTRTBUTIONS FOR THE SECOND PLANFORR
CH • .04647
3 -.95833 .65734 .14712 -.30_3, O.O00OO
4 -.87500 .926Q2 .2444_ -_5743 O.O00OO
5 -.7fllb7 1.09294 .33671 -.33_41 O.OOOO0
b -.70833 1.21_qB .37717 -.27714 0.00000
7 -.62500 1.30720 .42901 -.19932 O.OOO00
B -.54167 i.37785 .47_ZO ..10933 O.O0000
-.46220 1.4284q .51216 -.01775 0.00000
10 -.3_274 1.46322 .54477 .075F8 0.00000
I1 -,ZQQ4O 1.4BZbq .57230 .17254 O. O00OO
12 -.21607 1.4835_ .5O4B5 .25843 O,O0000
13 -.15086 1.3qq13 .55247 .2_85? O.O000_
14 -.08565 1.28799 .4B_6_ .27856 O.OO000









1.92505 CD " .66592














21 -.02199 -.00137 -.00050 .03036 0.00000
THZPO PLANFORH CHARACTERISTICS



















DZSTRTBUTIQ FOR THE F[RST PLANFORH
-oO8565 .23271 .1343b °53363
-,02199 .23271 .13_36 ,53383
FIRST PLANFOPM CHARACTEPISTICS
CL * .02760 CO " .01587 CH "
"P OTSTPIBUTTONS FOP THE SECOND FLANFOR_
3 -o95833 ,B0422 .304_5
4 -.87500 1.10708 °4672G
5 -,791_7 1.ZB_3B ._79_4
6 -,T0833 1,41432 ,66917
7 -,_2_00 1,507_4 ,7_309
B -,54167 1,57726 .80554
9 -,46220 1._25Z6 °85660 "
10 -,38_74 1,65591 ,89937
11 -.ZOq40 1.66q92 .q3_07
12 -,21e07 1,h5913 .q6686
13 -.1508& 1.5536_ ,91122
14 -.OeSb5 1,_1811 .82370












































































• 01779 j. °01027
THIRD PLANFORMJCHARACTERISTIC$
.00166 0o00000
CD - -.01¢66 CM 1
.047¢_



















/ DISTRZBUTION$ FOR THE FIRST








FIRST PLANFOR_ CHARACTERISTICS C_" .".
Ct • ,O;?TeZ CO " .023_*, L CM - .07101 _- ' *
[ PLAN ORt_
I DZSTRrOUTTONS FOR THE SECOND _. :
3 -. 95B33 .87266 .*,0119 -.*,Z508 0.00000. :
*, -.87500 1o17078 .71656 -.*,6033 0.00000 ;.. " "
§ -. T9167 1.33858 .86315 -.303.,0 0.00000 : ' : '
6 -.70833 1._5336 I .97615 -.2BIT*, 0.00000 "_:
7 -. 62500 1.53286 ', 1.065EB -.1475T Oo 00000 - ""
8 -.5.,167 1.5Be6., '_ i! 1,13q_5 .00037 O.OOOO0 _ '_,_
q -. 46220 l. 62404 1 • lC_TBT ,1.,561 O. 00000
10 -.3877_ 1.6.,215 l"Zt'49q .28873 0,00000
1i -.290_,0 1.6qZEO 1.?8270 o,_296B 0.00000
IZ -.21_07 1-60978 1.31_o*, .52159 O,OOOO0
13 - • 1 _ 086 1 .*,9112 1 • 23650 .57966 O, 00000
14 -.0e565 1.3;5q9 1.12071 o531.,1 o.ooooo





2.20029 CO " 1.60868 CN " .09.,33
Of ST_IBUTZONS _OP THE THIRD pLAHFORM t
16 -.38274 -,0.,188 -.03514 ,00009 0.00000
17 -.20940 -.0t576 -o0363q .00188 0.00000
18 -.216_7 -.0.,08'_ -'03_'27 .O?TSO 0.00000
lq -.150B_ -.01808 -.0] 5q3 '_ .03_ZB O.O0000 '_















!AERODYNA_TC CHARACTERTSTICS FOR CAMBERED AK9 TWTSTED iINGS
WZTH VORTEX L|FT AT VARIOUS ANGLE5 OF ATTACK
PLANFD M ! HAS LEADING EDGE VORTEX FLOW ASSUMED FROM
AND ATTACHED FLOW ELSEVHE_E ACROSS THE SPAN
O.OOOO0 TO
PLANFDR_ 2 HAS LEADING EDGE VOQTEX FLO_ ASSUHED FROM OoO0000 TO
AND ATTACHED FLOW ELSEWHERE ACROSS THE SPAN
PLANFORM 3 HAS LEADING EDGE VORTEX, FLOW ASSUPFD FROM O.OOOO0 TO
































































• encob -,00905 0,00000
• 0000_ -,COq05 O, OOCO0
FIPST PLANFORM CHARACTEPISTICS
-,0_099 CD - ,00001 CM - -.00107
DISTPIBUTIONS FOR THE SECOND PLATFORM
-,95_33 .25626 -,00¢6_ -,1173¢ 0,00000
-,_7_0_ ,38003 ,0152_ -,18ZSb 0.00000
-.7_1_7 .45q7_ ,02939 -.19871 0,00000
-.7_33 .5200_ ,06Z]4 -,2_303 0+00000
-,_2_(0 ,_b_Z4 .05300 -,?OOqZ 0.00000
-._167 ._0C9_ ._627_ -.]9558 0.00000
-,_720 ,_2_3_ ,07190 -,189_0 0,00000
-,3_77_ ._3772 .0_1;7 -,1_271 O,OOCO0
-,2q_6 ,_39PI .09386 -.17_71 0.00000
-.21_07 .6Z336 ,10752 -,16103 O.O00CO
-.150Pb .58o03 ,0_237 -,13353 O, OOC_O
-.<_t_ ,5_o6_ ,03419 -,10402 0.00000








• HZ133 CO - ,OeOO1
























'1-,.0_625 -.00032 .0c)81 2
THZP.D PLANF CIRPI CHA_'ACTE:Q _STICS
CD " -°00698 Ce " .112e0
TOTAL CHJ,PACTERZSTZCS
























ANGLE OF ATTACK - 10,00000 O'FGREFS
SECT TO_IAL CHAPACTERISTICS
CL*CICAVE CDq'CICAVE ( C/*'_C**2 ) I ( CAVE't'C R EF |
ABOUT C.G.
DISTPIBUTIONS FOR THE FIRST ' PLANFORM
-.08_6_ ,09_b5 ,01488 ,20693
-.0219g .09965 .03488 ,20493
FIRST PLANFDRM CHARaCTErISTICS
• u1177 CO • .00376 CM •























































































































































































- 1ZZ_6 -,27368 0,00000 0 ,_
_,00012 _, 3_,0_ O.OOCCO 0
.100.69 -,37933 O, 00000 _0 r-
• 19501 -.29141 O,OO000 _) "0
• 27_87 -.20993 0,00000 C _1_
"35_'67 -'1-_337 O- 00000 _,
• 41909 --03268 O, OOO00 r" r_
-_C59 .Ob_4q O.O00OO
• 5_0 • 16685 0, DO000
• 7350/_ • 393 ?.0 O, OOOO0
.306_,q • ;_709_ O. 09C00
.19_Zl ,21 ;:3#,7 O, 00000




1.93050 CD - ._7_65








• 1553b 0. OOOO0
• 16607 0,0_0OO











































OF _TTAC_ = 30.00_00 DFGREE5
SECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
CL_CICAVF CD_CIC_VE (CMtCt*2}I(C_VE*CREF) CL VOlT
ABOUT C.6.
FOR THE FIRST PLAHFOR_
.?407Z .]20_9 .53363 0.0000o
°24072 .1_049 .53363 O,OOGCO
FIRST PL ANFORM CHARACTER|STICS
II
• oT-ut'3 C0 ,, ,,01473 CM - o0630_
OISTOIBUTIOI_S FOP THE SECCND PLANFnRH
- ._5e33 .9032_ -.21641 -. 31335 0.0-9000
_ I,:?_CO I.Z0724 -,03358 -.38650 O,OOC(}O
-,_i_i _ 7 1. 37378 .11._k 5 -.3%589 O. 00000
-. 70_ 33 I .49123 .25440 --._cJqq_ O.OOCO0
-. oZ_CO 1o 57357 .3,)713 --*20_t.b O. OOCO0
-. _41_7 I.I,3Z30 .51585 -.0:)007 0.00000
-- t'_'220 1.t-6994 obZ 14,. .02995 O, OOCO0
-. 3_27t. ] .680,6 • 7Z77_ • ]5630 0.09000
-. _ 9c_40 1.PBTCJ_ • 8_.0] 3 • 29557 O. 00000
-. ?],_07 ] ot-,lO_:- 9 1,]7t,_4 .48501 0.00000
- • 1 ') OP _, l • 75633 . _, 5P ] 7 • %,')8 73 O. 00600
-.O_f, 5 1.5_33.6l .30900 .30776 O. 00000
-.02)._9 .90_52 1.538.55 .3_634 0o00000
SEC_N_ PL_NFORH CHaRaCTERISTICS
"1Z.Z_3Z C0 • .71159 .0018/DISTR_RUTIQN5 FO_ T.E TH}RD PLANF_
-.3_?7_ -.657el -=_742 *1211_7 0.00000
-.Z_O -,06508 -.05263 .1272_ 0.00000


































































FOP THE SECDND PLANrORM
I







• 12482 -,37518 O.O00OO
• 31_7 --2_q77 0,00C00
• 482_3 -.]91qO OoO000O
• t3775 -,&_302 O.DODOO
• 77777 ,07Z%6 OoOOO00
• 91_98 *_15hl O.O0_O0
1,0775G °37464 O,O000O
1.5_b3o ,60231 O._OOOO
• 5_334 .%7985 O,OOCOO





t CD - °90]46














MICROCOPY RESOLUIION TEST L,HART
I.















AEROOYNA_!C C_APACTEPISTICS FOP CA_PED A_D TWZSTE_ WINGS
WZTH VDPTEX LJFT AT VARTCUS ANGLES gF LTTAC_
PLA_FOR_ 1 HAS LEADING EOGE VCRT[X FLO_ A$SU_ED FPOM G.OOOOO TO
A_D ATTACHED FLCW ELSEVHEPE AC_S5 THE SPAN
PLA_F_R_ 2 HAS LEAOT_G EOGE V_TEX fLOW ASSUPE_ F_M -2.40000 TO
ANn ATTACHED FL_W ELSEW_EPF ICP_SS THE SPAN
PLANF_PM 3 HAS LEADING EDGE V_PT[_ FLOW ASSU_ED FROM O.O00OO "D
















A_GLE OF ATT/CK • -lO.CCOCO DEGREES
SECTIOnaL C_C TEpISIICS
CLtCICAVF CD_CI(_V_ {CP_Ct*2)IiC_VEeC_ F)
IB_UT C.S,























C FL'CT:_', " I "237_

























































C _CT!_N - G._CGCG
TOTAL C._e_CTE_ISTI_$
CO - .2_OZO


























C S_CTI_N - 0._0_00
oZST_Z_TZ_$ FOP T_E SECOND PL_FCP_
CM • -.O_lO7
] -,95._3 .283_2 .C02_3 -.14732 .02Z12
5 -.7_LC7 ._3_ZO .G5_3 -.1_737 °.C_76]
c -.70C33 .&QZ_& .0775_ -.295_7 -.C3617
7 -._SCG .52_5_ .09_09 -.2_g2_ -.0,705












12 -.3_7_ -.13273 -.OZT1Z .21960 OoOOCO0
17 -,Z_9_G -o15_73 -.02312 °24130 O,©OGCO
|_ -o21_07 -.]_!33 -,014_ .7337_ OoO_CO0
I_ -.1_3_ -.22_9Z -,C0_42 .1_200 C,90COG
ZI -.5Z129 -.C5_25 IlI'll " "-.03G32 ,0_12 0.00C0¢
JL, 
THT_D DLA R_ CHA_CTF_ISTICS
CL - -.b7531 CO - -.G_ C_ " .1128G






















aNGLE CF ATTLCK - 1C.GOOCO DEGPEE$
SECTIONAL C_APACTFP]STTC$
CL_C/CAVE CD_CICeVE ICM_C#_2)I(C AVE_CREF)
_BOUT C.G.













CO • .9017_ 'i
t























cn • .7757_ C_ " -,1798_
C _ICTInN -







































C SUCTInN - O,CGOO0
lOl_t CHARACTEPISTICS
CO = .Zfi2OO





















ANGLE'OF ATTACK - 20.00000 DEGPEE$
SFCTIQNAL CHA_ACTEPISTTCS
2YIB CL_CICAVE CD*CICAVE (C_C**2)I(CAVE+CREF)
ABOUT C.G.
I" ' OISTPIBUTIOt;S FOR THF- FIRST PLANFOR_
1 I _E_ .1B788 .05966 .3q338 0.00000
2 -,_21%_ .187ee .O_gbb .3933B 0.00000
CL "
I FIRST PLAItFORN ¢HARACTERISTIC_
._2219 CD - .00705 CM " ,06667
_t VDRT LEtCICAVE
CI SUCTION - 0.00000
DISTPIBbT'Ot:S Fng THE $FrOND PLANFORM
3 -.95B33 _.OB4PB .1577T -.,_49Z0 .4275_
¢ -. _7_CC 1.31444 .Z';95B -._3.';$5 .3_7S2
5 -. 79Lt;? 1.43555 .3212tt -.35767 .342/_1
6 -,70-333 1,5038R -38G99 -,2_779 , _B90
7 -.t)Z_L.G 1.b_379 .'_3?13 -.15158 .23_)53
8 -. _167 1.967'-3 .47671 -.OZ_'_? . le_57
_, -. _.'>?; 0 1, ._7483 .51409 .0501Z .14e34
10 -. 33_.74 1._69C3 .54t.12 • 13.'P61 .101P0
11 -. 2_40 1..520_0 .57280 • 1_t,2 .03701
Iz -. ZlbC7 1.26114 o_91ql .95-_03 -. 2P741
13 -.1_ )_-b 1- 31_'_)8 ";_0c)_8 .10329 -.| ._C54
14 II -. 0_." 1.3_722 .]9_-71 .?12_7 O, 00_00







9L • ;_.I_,.3F CD " .67_'_,7 CV, - -.11013
Jill CISTr_IRUTI_P_S FOF' T_F TPII_D PLAIqFDRH
-- ill 'I .... - ......... - ...... _ .................. . . ......
16 -.3_Z74 -.08279 -.06769 ,15536 0,00000
17 -,Z9_40 -,OgSBg -.05ZOZ .16_07 O,OOCOO
L_ -.21_U7 -.09_17 -.05_Bg .15337 O.COCO0
lg -.15J_6 -.C6057 -.CZ3!7 .135_b O.O_CO0
ZG -,0_5_5 -o03_G7 .00151 o05_i_ 0.00000





C SUCTION - O.OCO00
.06907
T_TAL C_APACTERISTICS
CD • .b!Z_ CM m • Ofa.541






,. ._ o ............
ST_IIO_
ANGLE oF ATTtCK - 30.C_000 DFGPEES
SECTIONAL CH_PECTERISTTCS
CL*CICAVE CD*CICAVE ICh tC*tZillCAVE_CREF)ABOUT C.G,
CL VORT LE*CICAVF










CD - .01423 C,M =
°06304
=
C SUCTION = 0,006C0
DTSTWIBUTIONS 3R T_E SECONO PLANFOPM
3 -'q_3 _.b3n_5 ._61_3 -.65829 .BZ623
4 -.87500 1.90141 .61818 -.54;ql o7q433
- ,)1_7 2.015e3 .71_05 -._Z618 .7_q54b "_ .7q115 -.2_574 .b_lo8
b -.70_33 Z.GSC30 ii ,54P69
7 -.6_500 Z,05652 .8473_ -.056_0 .45_ &_
8 -.5_)b7 2.83571 .P92_3 .10259
9 -.4-Z2C i.q9_3 .q2746 .2_555 .372q7
10 -.3_7_ 1.Q35_? .95258 .35213 .2_OGbi._20_0 .q63_ ,6_61 .15C5B
11 -.Z)_C ._0_31 .lOq05 -.32922
12 -.ZlbL7 1.32qql - Z3_45
13 -.l_b 1.5_556 .2516_ .13733 •
_4 -.C_5t-5 1.5_1_i .30o0_ .3J77b 0,00000
15 -.021_ .90_b2 1.53_55 .3q_34 O,OOO00
CL °
$ECON_ PLA_F_qM .IB_6( TEpISIlCS
CD • 1.;16_73 C_
-.0215;
C SHCTIPN " .5_214























































































C $UCTZON . 0.00000





-.6Z_ 2.5091_ _'l 2.30698











































17 -.29_0 -.n39o7 -.0_212 ,o9oo9 o.oooo0
la -.2z_c.? -.o2P9_ -.o4_36 .o91_a
]_ o.ooooo
zo _.15_86 " -.01_fio -.c6860 .07750 o.o00oo
-,0z199 .016_7 -.ozzs_
2t .0_565 .00715 .01138 .C_Za 0,00000
• 0_216 o.oooco
• 03538 -.01q58 o.00oo0
JUl ,..o , ....... c.,.c...ic_
• -*OllOl CO - -,01313
C SUCTION o O.occoo
TOTAL CHARACTERISTICS nO ;
C SI_CTION p 1.01103
c_ - .02v_3
i
1 I i ,,
K SE AND RESPECTIVE C_ORO¥ISE CEHTROIO FOR EACH PLANFO M
II
LTR|T$ OF TNTEGRATION KV SE CHORDW]SE 5PANWZSE _J
_Z.O0OO0 (LEAOENG) _2o00000 (TRAIL]NG) 0.00000 0,00000 -2.40000
CHOROWISE SPAN_ISEPEANFORM NO. 2 LOCATTON
LIMITS OF INTEGRAT|ON KV SE





LI_IT_ OF _NTE_AT_ON KV SE I_iCHORO_ISE SPAN_ISE






.... i ............. • .......... [,"
TOTAL PEP_ORMANCE CHARACTFPI_TICS
A T T A C q E D F L 0 W
ZERO LEA_I_G EDGE SUCTION FULL LEADTN6 EDGE 5UCTIrN
AL tA CL CO CM CL CO CM
-IO.OOOGO .I_7 .25470 -._Z553 .0_961 ,0135_ -.24527
-_,JOOu3 .260_0 .132o5 -._I036 ,20473 ,01720 -,27b_4
-_.COD63 .3_350 °11827 -.I_436 .339_4 .074q2 -.26788
-_,¢00G3 ._0436 .11]i_ -.17763 .47531 .0367q -.1P848
-2.330C0 .63093 .ll20C -.1_025 ,_]Oe3 ,05284 -.1_875
U._Ju_J .7_1_ .12111 -.14230 .74500 .07304 -.1_79
Z.OuOoO .-_bL1 .i3Pb_ -.123B_ ,F77P2 ,Oq72q -.12E_9
4.C00_3 1.01_4 .i_I -.IC507 I.CC_4q .]2q4, -.10P56
6.30u03 1.l_37U .1°9_8 -.O_59E 1.136%5 .15741 -.0_65C
e,ODO30 1.7592_ .Z4PSQ -.OFhb$ 1.2_112 ,Xq?B9 -.C6061
lb.)o_G$ 1,3_lh ,Z9391 -,o_729 I,BPlq8 ,2_153 -,04figR
12.JuO03 1.505_d .3)31Z -.02788 1.4qP52 .27313 -.02o72
14._00_3 1.oLhl_ ._1975 -,0C867 ]o_lOZ7 ,317ZP -°01091
ic,.Ouu_ 1.7Z034 .49337 ._lOb8 1,7167P °36357 °0073%
lc.300u_ 1._1703 .5732e .02945 1.81767 ,4115q .O_q6
2C.30000 l,cOb_ oC_P7 n .04797 1,9125q ._FOP6 .041@_
12.330_0 I.G_G_2 .7_11 .0#._04 ?,COIZ4 .SLOB? ,05795
24.ubD_ 2.b_%5C .P_)3o .0_35@ 2.('_337 .5t119 .G7317
2_.3_6C_ _.11391 ._4C7] .ICC53 2.]5879 .63121 .0F74_
2P.OCJuO Z.l_ZSb _.O_CIO .11678 Z.Z2736 ._044 ,I006¢
30oGOOC3 2._0007 _.l_Ob3 .13227 2.2889q .7bP33 .1128b
3Z°_U_bJ £.ZZ_19 1.2_0_7 .14693 2.34366 .75435 o1_390
34._b0_3 _._b7b 1.3_G23 .L(070 Z._141 .7q7o7 °1337_
3_o3bOO0 2.24370 1°43753 .1735Z Z.43231 .H3P_B .1424G
_e.Jb_t3 Z.t351_ 1.531b_ .Lb533 2.4Eb5_ .875_7 .1_977
_._0_3 ?.tx_X_ I._ZII8 ,19b08 " 40422 .qoq38 ,15585
i
5 E P A R _ T E D F L 0 W
PLUS POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
L E A D I N G EDGE S I DE EDGE
CL CO C1"I CL VSE CO V_E CP VSE
-.06443 .2150_0 -,31406 -.027_1 .O04FO .G21_4
.089_.4 • Zl18_, -.28633 -,G1757 . ('.02_. 7 .¢13._4
.2',376 .17526 -.25752 -.00996 . OO].(_ 5 .G0770
.99707 .150fi2 -.22571 -.004z. 5 .UO031 .LC3_3
°54791 .13753 -.20q03 -.00112 .00004 .COOB6
.70650 • 13,_07 -.]736q O.OOCO0 0.00060 O.(OOCO
,B5674 .13q40 -,1_5_" .OOllZ .00CC4 -.(OG96
1.01406 .15408 -°12191 .00_45 .O003L -°00343
3.16t'-90 • 1 bO0_' --.0q596 °OOqq6 °00105 -,C0770
1.32765 .2133_] -.06581 .b1757 .G0247 -.(.1364
1,4537b .26200 -,:06_25 .02721 .e0480 -.C2124
1.5_110 ,31628 -,,05180 .D387_ ,00823 -.C3045
1. 730P.6 .37B2q -.O_Bb5 .0520_ .012o7 -o{4172
1,b_963 .'_827 -.02457 .066_1 .Olqlq -.G535]
2°00_79 • 5Z63_ -,00990 .683_ ,(,270.3 -.(._726
2.14646 .61268 .00541 .10070 .036_5 -.ObZ39
2.28157 .70711 °0712o .11_20 .04815 -.O0_P4
2.4130_, .t_OgSZ .037e.9 .13846 .06165 -.11652
2.53c. t_C .91964 .05_.55 ,15_Z4 .0771B -,] 353..'5
2.(:6082 1,03711 ,07182 ,17828 ,094P0 -.155Z_
2.77bG9 1.16147 .08043 .19835 .11452 -.27bOS
2,88164 1.29216 .10733 -21_17 .13633 -,1q770
2.97958 1.428..q .12547 .73750 °lf_olq -o 2,_OZ_
3.C6_07 1.56977 ,14300 .250C7 .386C4 -.Z433*e
3.1%633 1o71517 .16Z25 .273_-4 .2137q -.26697








$ E P J q A T E D F L 0
L U $ P _ T F N
A U G M E N T E D LEADZNG E_GE * $!vE EDGE
JLPHJ CL AUG CO AUG C_ JUG CL CO Ce
-l_.O0_u9 -.0374b .05b_l .02219 -.0916_ .26500 -.2937Z
-E.COG_O -.u3033 .03426 .01786 .GTl_7 .Z1431 -.272_9
-¢.000_0 -.C7403 .06253 .Ol41C .233P1 .]7_3] -.24952
-4.0_u_O -.Olq_ .0_131 .JICq] .3q263 .150_3 -.22_Z_
-2._0003 -.014_7 .OOb_O .0C_33 ._4b_O .13756 -.]_q17
O.OwuuJ -._1_9Z O.b,_Guu .Jf637 .700bO .13_07 -.]736q
2.OGO_O -.33¢_3 -.0o030 .OCbO3 .F57P6 .13944 -.lq_Z
4,0bOO_ -._07_3 -._0C_2 .00_3_ 1.G19_l .15_3q -.12534
t._GGO -.C,_73_ -.0_077 ..)(43C 1.176"6 .lelOe -.10355
12.0uo_j .O13b_ .O02co -.0080_ l.b_9_ .3Z_SZ -.COZ_
14.vOub3 .o17o_ .00441 -.OlOb3 ].?b20_ .391_6 -.0707d
IO,_OCCO .02277 .Out53 -.01383 1._3&5_ .4_7_5 -.07_CP
/P._OoUU .C7_74 .oOze4 -._i7_2 2.C_1O_ ._5341 -.077_b
ZC.O_O_ .C3b_l .O1Z_2 -.02204 2.24717 ._¢o33 -.07_
2Z.u_ul_ .u_3_L .01737 -.02705 2.40077 .75527 -.07755
2_.3_ ._llo .OZZ75 -.q32_3 2.5515C ._711h -.C7_53
2_.33003 .C5_71 .OZ_I_ -.03_75 2._q_04 .99_P2 -.GBOqC
2E.o_,.: .C_872 ._,'4 -.u_540 2.F3qll 1.131_1 -.C_3_2
3L.JOubJ .07830 .0_503 -.05_54 Z._7344 1.775oR -,GP665
3_.o_Gb_ ,_743 .J_o3 -._6C14 3.tq9_ 1.42067 -.oqo_6
34.0GGL5 .O_h_ .9e53_ -.0_817 3.21708 1.ficph_ -.0q477
3¢.00b_3 .lOhZ3 .C77J_ -.07_59 3.32_13 1.755_1 -.OOOS_
5o. UOu.O .1153_ .b',31_ -._P_38 3.419_7 1.07_ -.IC472
40.a_uuJ .i24_ .l_iP -.0q449 3.50366 Z.10711 -.llOZZ
C O N T I
T I A L C O N T





• 37641 .15182 -._177q
.b3364 .138_2 -.19170






















N U E D
I 8 U T I n N S












































































3_. '_ vC C0
I N O U C E D O R A G P O t A _ S H
1/|PZ)AP) • .11340

































• 0868_ .0415_ .?01ZZ
• 69E28 .2Cq78 .1q_44
• i027_ .3739b .lOl3_





• ]1272 1,35355 ,1_91_
• 11_12 i._91_0 .20930
• 11558 1.64338 ,Z1Z_O




• 12417 2.44377 .2075Z
.12_16 2.60260 .20763
• I78_4 Z,.75775 ,26951
•13639 2._U702 .21021
• 132b0 3,051_3 .21278
.13486 3.1872_ .21625
.13716 3.313q6 .220_q
• 13047 3.43036 ,2261b
.14175 3.53531 .23277























TEST DATA FOR LONGITUDINAL LOAD 01$TPTBUT|ON




















_ _-_e _ 1
FZPST PEFERE_CE PLANFOPM HAS CURVES
lOOT CHOPD H_IGHT - _.00000 VAP]ASLE SWEEP PIVOT POSYTZON _(S) - 0.00000 Y(S) -
BPFJ_ POINTS FOP THE EEFERENCE PLANFO_
PG_T x y SWEEP OIHEDP_L _OVE
PEF REF ANGLE ANGLE CODE
1 5.00000 O.O0000 45.C0000 0.00000 1
Z *.500C0 -.SGO00 90,CO00C O.O00CO l
3 3.50000 -.SCCCO _5,C000C 0.00000 1
2.50000 -1.5COC_ _,OOO00 O.O00CO 1
5 2.00_00 -1o50C00 O.OCOOO 0.00000 1
b 2.00000 O,O_COD
SECOND _EFEREHCE PLANFORM HAS ¢ CURVES
0.00000
P_OT CHOnO HEIGHT • O.OOCO0 VariaBLE SWEEP PIVOT POSITION X(S_ - O.O0000 YIS) - O.O0000
8PEA_ POINTS FOE THE PEFEPENCE PLANFOEM
X Y SWEEP D]HECDAL MOVE
REF _EF ANGLE ANGLE COOE
2.00000 O.OOCO0 0.00000 0.00000 1
2.00000 -,5_000 90._0000 O.OCCO0 1
1._0_00 -,SOC_C _.O00OO O.OOOO0 1











CONF|GURAT|ON I CANARD DELTA LONG [D
] T5 SVEPT 65.00000 DEGREES ON PLANFORM 1






















0.00000 O,OOO00 45.00000 0.00000 1
-._OOO0 O.OOOOO 90.00000 O.0OOOO 1
-.50000 O.OOOO0 _5.00000 C.OO000 1
-1,50000 O,OOO00 90,OOOOO 0.00000 ]
-1._OOOO O.O000O O.O00OO 0,00000 1
O.eO000 O.OOO00
SECOND ,_ PLANFGRM B_EAK POINTS
o.0oooo o.ooo_ o.ooooo o.ooooo z
4
-._oooo o.ooooo 90.00000 o.ooooo z
-.sooco o.ooooo _.ooooo o.ooooo z
-1.50000 O.O0000 _5.OOOO0 0.00000 !
-_.O000O O.OOOO0 O.O0000 0.00000 1
O.OOOOO O.OOOOO
HOGSESHOE VORTEX SUMMARY TABLE










































































CONFIGURATTnN : CANARD DELTA LONG 1.0







X i ; V _ Z S CI& SWEEP DIHEDRAL LOCAL ALPHA DELTA CP AT DESIRED
ANGLE A_GLE ]N PADXANS CL - ,50000
CI4 3 16
I
FIRST PLANFORM HORSESHOE VORTEX DE$CRTPTXDN$
2.598q8 2.54888 -1.37500 0.00000 .12500 63.78113 0.00000 0.00000 1.696q0
2.49479 2._4271 -1.37500 O.CO00G .12500 38.36749 0.00000 0.00000 .71806
2.3Q063 2.33e54 -1.37500 0.00000 .12500 32.00538 O.ObO00 0.00000 .401ql
2.2_4_ 2.23438 -1.37500 0.00000 .12500 24.62356 0.00000 0.00000 .24031
2.18229 2.13021 -1.37500 o.OOOOO .12500 16.26020 0.00000 0.00000 .16771
Z,07813 ?,02t04 -1,37500 0,00000 ,12500 7,12502 0,00000 O,GO000 ,08267
Z.B3_5_ 2.78583 -2.]2500 O.0OOOO .12500 43.7Bl13 0.00000 0.00000 1.57_7_
2.6q271 2,b1979 -1.12500 O.000DO .1Z500 38.36749 O.OOOO0 0.00000 .71502
2.54e_B 2.47?98 -1.32500 0.00000 .]2500 32.00538 0.00000 0.00000 ._5520
Z.40104 2.32813 -1.12500 0.00000 .12500 2&.62356 C.00000 0.00000 .30272
2.25_21 2.1P??9 -1.]2_OO O.O0000 .]2500 18.28020 0.00000 O.OCO00 .lq_ql
2.10038 Z.636_ -1.17500 C.OOOO0 .12500 7.]2502 O.GO000 O.00000 .11273
3,07_13 2,qe_38 -,P7509 0,00000 ,12500 43.7_113 0,00000 0,00000 1,40775
2,e9C63 2.7_88 -.P7_O0 O,OOOCO ,12500 3R.36769 O,O0000 0,00000 ,6655_
Z.70313 2._Cg38 -,B?500 0,00060 .12500 32,00538 C,OOCO0 C.C0000 ,428_2
?.51_63 2,421_ -,P7500 0.00000 .12500 24,_7356 O,CO000 0,00000 =30203
2.3_13 Z.?2_38 -.87_00 O.COCO0 .12500 1_.26020 0.00000 C.O00OO .20P_8
2.1_Cb3 ?.P4_ -._7500 O.CGO00 .12_00 7.12502 O.GO000 0.00000 .12525
3.31771 3.2C31) -.62_00 O.CCO00 .1_500 _3.78113 0.C0000 0.00000 1.28_72
3.0_54 2, °73q5 -,b?500 0.C0000 ,12_0 38,36749 0,00000 0,00000 ,5bP38
2._5_3P 2.7_:479 -,EZSO0 0.00000 .12500 32.00538 0.00000 0°00000 .37977
2._3021 2.51563 -._2500 O.O000O .12500 24._2356 0.00000 O.OOCO0 .28463
2._0104 2.2eE4_ -._?_00 O.CO00O .12500 1_.26020 0.00000 0.C0000 ,Z0827
2,17188 Z,O_TZq -.62500 O,O00CO ,12500 7,12502 0,00000 0,00000 ,13133
4._15_3 4._688 -.37_00 0.00000 .1_500 63.78113 0.00000 0,C0000 ._7455
• .07;13 3._5_38 -.37500 O.OOCCO .12500 3_.3_74q r 00000 C.OOC_O .1154q
3.b4¢b3 3,42]_8 -,37500 O.GOOCO ,12500 32,30538 _,_OOO0 O,OOO00 ,1Pb27
3,20313 Z,_P¢38 -,37500 0,00000 ,12500 24,62356 _,OOOO0 C,OOO00 ,360Bq
2,765_3 2,56688 -,_7500 O®OOOO0 ,12500 _.26020 0.00000 0°00000 ,2683_
2.32_13 2.10938 -.37500 0.00000 .12500 7.12502 0.00000 0.00000 o_7314




















































-.12500 0.00000 .12500 ""3_8'.36749 0.00006 0,00000 .1734_
-.12500 0.00000 .12500 32.00538 0.00000 0.00000 .15834
-.12500 0.00000 .12500 24.62356 0.00000 0.00000 .26_70
-.12500 0.00000 .12500 16.26020 0.00000 0.00000 .24245
-.12500 0.00000 .12500 7.12502 0.00000 0.00000 .16982
VORTEX DESCriPTIOnS
-3.07500 0.00000 .12500 _3.78113 0,00000 0.00000 3.76205
-3.87500 0.00000 .12500 38.36749 0.00000 0.00000 1.89625
-3.87500 0.00000 .12500 32.005.38 0.00000 0.00000 1.39620
-3.87500 O.CO000 .1_500 24._2356 0.00000 C.O0000 !.08974
-3.87500 0.00000 .12500 16.26020 0.00000 O.CO000 .tlb41
-3.87500 0.00000 .12500 7.12502 0.00000 G.00000 ,50730
-3.P_500 0.00000 .1_500 43.78113 0.00000 0.00000 Z._0133
-3.62500 0,00000 .1_500 38.367_ 0.00000 0.00000 1.36727
-3._2500 0.00000 .12500 32.00538 0.00000 O.O0000 .95055
-3.62500 0.00000 .12500 24.62356 0.00000 O.CO000 .69010
-3.62500 O,O0000 .12500 16.26020 0.00000 0.00000 .48336
-3.b7500 0.00000 .12500 7.12502 0.00000 C.O0000 .28572
-3.37500 0.00000 .1_500 43.78113 0.00000 0.00000 2.39112
-3.37500 0.00000 .12500 38.367_ 0.00000 0.00000 1.14411
-3.37500 0.00000 .12500 32.00538 0.00000 0.00000 .77705
-3.37500 0.00000 .1250_ 2_.6_356 0.00000 0.00000 .5fl979
-3.37500 0.00000 .12500 16.26020 0.00000 0.00000 .39129
-3.37_00 0.00000 .12500 7.12502 0.00000 0.00000 .23077
-3.12500 0.00000 .12500 43.781t3 0.00000 0.00000 2.12892
-3.12500 0.00000 .12500 38.36749 0.00000 0.00000 1.0041_
-3.12500 0.00000 .12500 32.00538 0.00000 0.00000 .678_3
-3.1_500 0.00000 .12500 24.62356 0.00000 0.00000 .48772
-3.1_500 0.00000 .12500 16.260_0 0.00000 0.00000 .33994
-3.1_500 0.00000 .12500 _7.12502 0.00000 0.00000 .20013
-2.87_00 0.00000 .12500 43.78]13 0.00000 0.00000 1.93654
-?.P7500 0.00000 .12500 38.3_7%9 0.00000 0.00000 .99453
-2.87500 0.00000 .12500 32.00538 0.00000 0.00000 .bl00B
-2.87500 0.00000 .12500 24.62356 0.00000 0.00000 ._377g
-Z.87500 0.00000 .12500 16.26020 0.00000 0.00000 .30_72
-2.87500 0,00000 .12500 7.12502 0.00000 0.00000 .17921
-2,62500 0.00000 .12500 43.78113 0.00000 0.00000 1.78472
-2.6250U 0.00000 .12500 38.367%9 0.00000 0.00000 .82772
-2.6?500 0.00000 .12500 32.00538 0.00000 0.00000 .55735
-_.62_00 0.00000 .12500 2_.6235& 0.00000 0.00000 .39_51
-2.6_500 0.00000 .12500 16.26020 0.00000 0.00000 ,27789
-2.6250_ 0.00000 .12500 7.12502 0.00000 0,00000 .16334
-2.37500 0.60000 .12500 _3.78113 0.00000 0.00000 1.66024
-_.37500 0.00000 .12500 38.36749 0.00000 0.00000 .76464
-Z.37500 0.00000 .12500 32.00538 0.00000 0.00000 .51377
-?.37500 0.C0000 .12500 2_.62356 0.00000 0.00000 .3680_






























































































































































































































































1,03333 1,50000 -,12500 O, 0000 ,12500 O,uO000 0,00000 0,00000
1,16667 ,83333 -,12500 0,00000 ,12500 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000
• 50000 .16667 -. 1 _ 5003 Oo 003000 ,125 O0 0 • 030000 0,00000 O, 00000
-,16_67 -, 50000 -,125003 0.00000 ,12500 0,00000 03,00000 O, 00000
-1,50t)O0 -1,83333 -.!:5003 jli ,12500 0,(30000 0,000003 0,030000
C AVERAG_ I TRUE £REA REFEPENCE AREA ' BI2 REF. AR


















COPPLETE CONFIGURATION LIFT INDUCED DRAG (FAR FIELD SOLUTION)
DESIRED CL CDPPUTED ALPHA CL(V6} CDI AT CLIVB) CDII(CLIWB)_*2)(IlPI*AR REF) • ,07958)





£L_ALPHA CL|TVIST) ALPHA AT CL-O Y CP CHICL CRO
PER PJOIAN PER DEGREF
3e01967 .066_6 0,00000 0.00000 -.60320 .06734 0.00000
.eZele .01445 O.OOOOO O_OOOOO -.]_2








VITH CL BASEO ON $(TRUE)
LOaD DUE ADD, LOAD AT BASIC LOAD
SL COEF CL RATIO C RATIO TO TW]ST CL- O,OOO00 AT CLsO
FIRST PLANFORR SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTION i
.342Z5 1.43744 .23810 0.00000 O.O0000 O.O00OO
.4OQ3Z 1._6796 .33333 O.OCOOO 0.00000 O.OOOO0
.58461 1.36_09 .62857 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000
.65063 1.24211 .52391 ; O.OCC_O 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 O.OOOOO
._9060 .6_068 1.00000 :
.71180 ._4_91 1.095Z4 O,0OCCO 0.00000 0.00000
SECOND PLANFORR SPAN LUAD DISTPIBUTION
7 -.9_P75 .19725 4.14223 ,04762 O.OOOOO O.OCO00 0.00000
O -.qO6Z5 ,61115 2,87802 .14286 O.OCOCO 0.00000 0°00000
9 -.8437_ .57231 2,40369 ,Z3e10 O.OCOCO OoO000O 0,00000
10 -.7_125 .70573 2.11718 .33333 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0,00000
11 -.718Y_ .81qql 1_91313 .42857 O.O00_O 0.00_00 0.09000
12 -.e_Z5 ._]qO8 1.75461 .52381 O.O00OO 0.00000 0.00000
13 -.5_3_5 1.G0570 1.62_59 .61_0_ " O.OO00O 0,00000 O.OOOOC
1_ -.531_5 1.0_132 1.513P5 .71k29 0.00000 0.00000 O.CO000


























1 °33016 .00470 (_.OOOOO O.OOOOO O.O000O ../tSOt*7 -,,20800
.90898 1 • 00000 0 • OOOOO O. OOOOO 0 • OOO00 .3_,628 - • lqE1R2 *




















































-, 066t ? . _?z?v ili
-.05833 .569Z8 'lj i
-.OSeOO .56698
-.D4167 .5648_ (_ 0 _
-.03333 -56Z c)O " _
|
-,Olbb? .550_5 C_ _ il
-.001q33 ,5_81_ ' ' C_ "_., i
,_
























4.s.7500 -,500_0 .60490 I
•..47500 -.4_4 _,, .56788 ,-
4. _7"..00 -,3_eec ". ,,8qZZ I " " ,
4, _7_,00 -,33333 ' .42605 I..................... i............................................... _I. i*I
°• ._7_00 -.27778 ,36B49
_,_7_00 -.2222Z .32639 i;_
4._?_00 -.166_7 .30330 _"
I'i!4,47_00 -.11111 ,28573 I i
4._7_00 -.0_5_6 .Z7359 I




































































































































































































2.97500 -.79?22 .6817q "'ill





























CNL • . .';,331
Z.O5000 _ __

















































2.22_00 -.COCCO .13be6 . - r.-- _-"
2.07_0 -) o |6e67 .0913q
2. o_,.c._ -] ,¢oc co .094eo (]
2,07_'0C -.83333 .0032_
2,n7500 -. t:(5667 .00612 II
z.o75o0 -.5ocoo .o_oe " IJ....







































































































































• qOOCO -,q7778 .38246
.90CC0 -,85_6 ,351_3
• 90000 -.73333 .31764
• qO000 -,61111 ,267o5
.@OCDO -,488_9 .22318
• qO000 -.36e67 ,218_4
• qO000 -,Z;_44 .20845






















































































































































































































































































































































































CDNPUTED AT THE DESIRED CL FRO_ A HEAR FIELD SOLUTION
SECTION COEFFICIENTS
L. E. SWEFP
2YIB iNGLE CDIT CI2B CT Ct2B
CONTRIBUTZON OF THE FIRST PLANFORM TO THE CHORD
-.3_375 45.00000 I -.OOO6B ,00368
-.28125 45,00000 .00005 .00396
-.21875 _5.00000 .00_80 .00398
-.15625 _5.OOOnO ,00139 .00394
-,09375 45.00000 ,00391 .00174
-.03125 45,,00000 .005Z1 ,00061




























































i CDII_CL**Z " °00073 CT- .04_27 f'S
; i
.06¢02












































































FTP<_T ;._FFF;_FNCF pI.a.,_r_o_-, HA.e; IF, CIIPVF%
'_,.,,''_, I' I




































_c_r_ P_Fr_FKCE PL_HFOP_ N_ 6 CHPVFS
I
,,_I_PLF _vFFP PIVOT PO¢_f]ON X(_) =

































il I_ c_'F°T 73o]9P]I PF_EF¢ _ PLt_FO_
• _F6_ _nJ_'TS F_ 7FT_ C n_FT_I_ATTO_















--_ u ,, i, 4 ," I.+Pp
_ I._ zJ, e,'_'J
--]../_ & tii_ f}
. ] c .&&r I++i_
-'It .4&f)_jL
- ] ,_ .I+ 4 t,L +,
-?r- 7f:.r_5
n mqno_ _o_an_p
PI.A_.r_t-'u nPF/,K DOT_',T _:
__.]_7_ _.¢_t_ _.f_n_ _._nnq








Procr_0E vQPTF;¢ _;I _',"_Apy TaI=LE
_Fo_FS_,nF VnnTICTE_ I)¢,FI) Oa_ TPF I FFT HALl r OF l't"+I_
I °LAP'FO+¢ T_T_l _P£N_IFF
I
l l? ° !_

































-1 ._'0_ r 0





O.O00nn .]1300 p_.4_436 _.0000_
O.O00no .IP1?n _7.o1100 n.OOOnO
O.oOooo .IO170 76.1p446 o.oo60_
O,OnO0_ ,10170 73,_97T2 0,00000
O.OO_PO .1n17o 70o7_7o0 O.OOOO_
_.onnnn .10170 _&.]?3qn o.oOOoO
O.OnoC_ ,10170 E_.PPa_? n.oqo00
o.ponr=n .lnTTn 46._1_5P o.pnno_
O._noo_ .ln170 ?4.3l_oq p.nno0_
0.fi0_99 .1]3P ^ 7=.6Flq3 _.noflo0
O._P_O9 .11300 73.6445; O.nO000
O.oOqPO .]1"_0 fl7._°5 0.00000
o.no_n .113_n _;.1_477 _.00000
C.OO_O_ .]l_nn _.?3_ _ n.oonon
o.nnonr .11300 _1.6¢_05 0.00_00
O._O_)n_ .11_0n 70.7371] _,nOPOn
O.qO000 .113n0 72.Tq4A6 O.O000O
O,OOOOO .llano 70.42q4P q.qOOO0
o;n_onn .113_n RT._&_%7 o.onto0
O.OCono .I]_CO _.1o67_ o.oOqOO
o.n_nnO .1}_P _7._3n_ O.O000_
O.oOPPO .113o0 4n,pqO4? 0,00000
O.nOOr_ .]13ofl 36.1N070 O.qnoPO
O.oOnnn .!|qoo 17._47 n.nnoo0
O.NOO_h .]]_qO _q,l_q72 0.00000
O.nn_O_ .?1_on _2.P1431 o.noooo
_.Pog:Po .]l_OO _P.)p_Q7 O.O00flO
O,OOo_o .]]_no _1.77_0 o O._oG_n
p.oonO0 .1}3no 47.o_ O.OOpO_
n.of)or_o .ll3OO 3n,_4q37 n,ooOOn
o.n_ooO .1}3_n 14.?&q_O b. OO_O0
0.o_00_ .Oc_O _4.2_326 i,.O0000
O.nnnn_ .n_=n _A._lq9 n._O000
O._OF)O .0_3=0 45._Fg24 O,OOOO0
t.O_O_O .n_n 3_.319g0 n,nono0
O.O_ooO .n_O P5.07000 0._0000
O._OnflO ._3_0 11.3_A59 0.00000
0,0o0_0 .o_O_n 64.P_3_6 0.00000
O.qonO0 .O_o_ _].nO_]_ O,OOOO0
o.on_on .o_n _F.O_199 o.nooO0
O,_()qnO .nSq_O _].77717 O.fl_O00
O,nO0_ .oco_n &_.p_?4 O.OnOO_
n. OnOOO .0_0 3_.31q°0 O.OOO00






























































































































































































































































































































































































l i, _ t ....
.O_qSfl -76.4_767 0.00000 O.flflOO8
.O_SO -P2.378_6 0.00000 O.OO_O_
.O_q_O -R4.7073] fl. OOOOfl O._O00fl
.Oqq_O -PS.O4787 O.OOO_ O.oOOOfl
.n_°_n -_.71;R2 O.O000n O.flOOoO
• _;_O .n7.P4?OR 0.0_0_0 0._0000
.o_e_n .R7,6_201 n.o_O00 O.Oo_OO
.Oq_O --_0.7047_ 0.00000 O_O_GO
.O_O -76.4=7_7 O.OCOO0 O.OOaO_
.Oq_n -RP.37_46 O.OOOO0 0.00000
._%F_O -o4.7n731 n.nono6 o.nOnOn
• 0%f:_O -P_.o47;]7 O.n_oO0 0.00_
.6q_n -R7.P_?O8 n._O000 O.floOofl
,n_6%n ._7.6_P01 O.OOOOO O.flO00O
.0_%0 -_,7047_ 0.00000 O.OnOO_
.N_fl%0 -7f.,4q767 _._OO0 O._NOO_
.05_ .Pp._v_46 O.O0_nO O._OOfl
.O_O -_%.q4787 0.00000 O.9000n
,O_O -P6.71782 O.Dfl_O0 O.OOOOfl
._q_Sn .R?.A_P01 _,OOOOO O._OOO
_O_PPa O.OOOOO 0._0_00 O.NO00_
.OAFPO n.fl_O_O o._oOflO OoOOflflO
.0_2?0 O.OOflO0 0.00000 0._0000
._PPO O.OOO0_ O.O_O_ 0.0000_
._Ppn O.o_O_O o.on_o0 O.noO00
.cAp?O O.noflOO o. Oo_O0 . _.nnnfln
._FPPo O._OOflO O.OOCOfl O,onOOO
.OAP_O O.OnOOO 0.00_00 0.o0000
.p_77_ D.O0000 _.00_00 O._nO00
._7_ _.0_000 _.OOnO0 O.aOnnO
.?_73_ O.OOO00 _.OOOOO O.nOflO0
.p%7_ q.flO000 O.O000o o.nnno_
,_7_ _.noOOO n.ooOoo O.O0oOn
_;_7_ O.nnoOn n.nnooo o.nonon
.P%7_ _._OOO fl. OnOO0 O.onOOO
_71_ O.OOO00 0.00000 fl. O0000
.1_45 O.nO000 O.OOflO0 O.onO00
.1_3_ 0oo0000 _.O000O O.nOqnO
tl_4_ 0.00000 O.o9000 0.00000
1.1_34_ n.nnnno n.nnnoO n.ononn
_153_5 a.nnooo n.ooooo o.nnnnq
• 1_3_ O.nO000 O.OOOP_ O.nO000
.l_a_ O._oO00 O.OOOO0 O.o0_On
.1_3&_ O.OOnO_ P.nO000 0.00_0
.PP_O O.onono O.On_O0 fl.o_O



















































._kt_F _F_ nFFF_F_CE _PFA
0.on000 O.0eoo0 0.0n0n_ o2_730
0.n_o0_ 0o00000 0.0000n .15]08











p . - -..
?r._LFTF r.r, vT_r_ATT-_', wIF-JF-_OI_V CHAPACTF.PTqTICS
LIFT _JpI,CF_ I)QA6 (FAa FIrLD SOLItTTON)
D_'_I ¢_n (L Ch_PUTF_ _ -H_ Cl.(_n) CnI AT Cl (WR) CnI/rCL(W@)--_)
(1/PleAR PEF) = .007115]
('n_PLrTF COhrT(;rPATI(:_: ('HARACTFPI{IFIC5
LL _IP-A CL(TWIqT) ALPHA AT fL=n y CP f"/CL
P_V PARIAN PFn pF_PF_ ! 0,NnPn0












WITk £| PA_LD 0h' %(TPIIF)
l.eA_ nUE AD_o LnAD AT nASIC LOAD
FVlP el. f_Fe rL PATIO C P_TIO Tq TWIST CL= O.O00nO AT CI_=_
°_T CL D_ e
_PAN LOJ_ _T X LOCATION CF
DEST_FO CL LOCAL CENT P_
FlPqt PLA_'FOaP SPAN i_n_.r_ DIc;TPlnlITION
I -._77_ .l_Ob_ 1.P1F_3 .11_7] _.OnO00 O,oonno 0._000o
3 -o_]] .77_17 ,=orion .4_17 O.O00qO OoOOOO0 O.OOOOq
a -.pl4_n .317,I .54_1_ ._?nP n.ono00 0.,0o00 _°oooon
_.1_7_o .3F_,_ .=1743 ,_qP_e n,pnOOn o.nnOOO n.nnonn
7 .oIf_P! ._o_gt o_P7M4 ,_3717 n.snnon o.onoO0 n.oonnn
..1_c? r .a3q7b e6747R ,9?_73 O.POOOO E=fl¢¢OO O.ooonfi
I_ -.}PkP? .&&b%b .kT&79 .G4_ O.O00_n fl._flaOfl D,O_O00
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APPENDIX B - PROCEDURE FILE RUNVLMF
The RUNVLMF procedure file contains the following cards:
.PROC,RUNVLMF,INPUT,OUTPUT.
THIS PROCEDURE RETREIVES
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Characteristics of Interacting Lifting Surfaces with Separated
Flow around Sharp Edges Predicted by a Vortex-Lattlce Method.
NASA TN D-7921, Sept. 1975.
3. Lamar, J. E. and Frlnk, N. T. : Experimental and Analytic
Study of the Longitudi_a! Aerodynamic Characteristics of
Analytically and Emp;rically Designed Strake-Wing
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Extended NASA - Langley Vortex Lattice FORTRAN Computer
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